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Tuition hike
possible
J ames L. Booth, provost and
vice president of academic
and student affairs.
"An increase in revenue of
any kind will help us," he
said. "An increase in tuition
will probably be a major
boost."
The tuition rates for the
1993-94 school year have been
set at $360 per semester for
full-time undergraduate
st udents a t community
colleges; $700 for regional
universities such as Murray
State; and $880 for the doctoral
institutions of University of
Kentucky and University of
Louisville.
One of the proposals the
council is considering would
have tuition increasing from
$50 to $100 per semester for instate undergraduates. This
plan would create $20 million
in additional revenue across
the state.
This option would raise
tuition at Murray State from

• The Council on
Higher Education Is
considering two
proposals that
would raise tuition
at state colleges
and universities

.

• Stall Report

Students at colleges and
universities across Kentucky
may be asked to dig a little
a eeper in their pockets for
next year's tuition.
• The Council on Higher
Education,
the
sta te
organization that sets tuition
rates, has already 'determined
tne price of higher education
for the t 993-94 school year.
However the council is
currently considering two
proposals for increasing
tuition that would raise an
additional $20 t o $37 million
next year.
Murray State University,
along wi th other state
universities , endorses an
increase in tuition, said

Photos by JUD COOK

Larry Brand, a director, s creenwriter and acto r,
held an Interactive presentatio n about the
a ssassination
of
John
F.
Kenne d y
Wednesday. Another J FK lecture will be Nov.
16 at 7 p.m. In the Currls Center ballroom.
Edward M. Slnk6t, an analyst tor the warren
Co mmissio n will present the free a,cture.

Please see TUITION
Page 14A

Budg_et future still uncertain
CamPQS Ufe Editor

When Nov. 30 1'olla arou.ad, the Atsistive Technol~
Center or Mid-Ameriea CATCOM> will no loneer have it.
two assiative technologiata on ttaff because grant funds are
depleted.
ATCOM, which is a computer laboratory in the department
of apecial education, officially o~ned · ,March 20 to pro~cle
services for people with apecial neer!e and ttaining for future
and practjcibg . teach"•·
The een~r consist. or an adaptive lab, an IBM lab, an '
Apple lab, multi-media Jab and a resource database.
Jocelyn Hudson, an assistive technologist who worked
with people who bad visual and phyaieal diqbilities, left
three weeks ago.
Hudaon, a field npreeentative for the Kentucky Aubtive
Technology Syatems Network, returned to the field after the
KATS grant ended.
When .Hudson ltift the center. the Gquipment that had btlen
provided to the cen~r throUfh the KATS grant had to ·~
returned. ·
·
John Glls&an, who ia the other assiative technologist, wa•
hired at ATCOM thro~h the Veterans Adminiatration. Hia
internship will end Nov. 30 and no funds an available to
retain him.
"I am attempting to evaluate the statu. of the lab,.. Glillon
said. "Right now, lundinr is a problem. Some aspeet of a lab
technician is required in orde'l' for the center to aerve it.
original purpose. For people in the eomtn\lnity, the tntiner .i s
ui~all~ mQ;re ne~euary bec"uae the equipment la:.
unfamiliar."
·
One of the recommendations mentioned by Blodg,tt waa to
train the student lab tedmicians.
Velvet. Wilson, director of student support services, aervea
on the ATCOM board of directors .and expressed her dismay
that funds had not been sought for the center.
"J'm very upset about this," }Vilaon said. "If you are
training people to work with eqqipment, the lab person is
important. '
·

By LEIGH L~NDINI

frillrf this time a year ago.

Associate Editor

Murray State's plan

Good news followed weeks
of bad news in the continually
changing budget situation.
On Tuesday it was learned
that Kentucky tax receipts in
the General Fund jumped 11.1
percent for October, but the
state is still warning
agencies to maintain cost
containment.
The 2 percent contingency
plan for state university
budgets will not be rescinded
. in light of the October receipts.
Although the good news
comes after almost four weeks
of talks
about
cost
containment, University
officials are cautiously
optimi stic about the state

situation.
"I think it's just so
unpredictable," said James
Booth, provost and vice
president of academic
affairs .
October's receipts were
$344.9 million, up 0.3 percent

By HERB BANKS
Sports Graphics Editor

It began about 15 years ago
when the Regional Special
Events Center was thought to
be a dream come true to not
only
Murray
State
University, ut the region at
well .
The center, which is now
almost a reality, is within a
smalJ amount of reaching the
proposed *20 million budget to
begin construction on the
project.
The state of Kentucky

alotted $10 million t o the
center, and Gov. Brereton
Jones inserted another $8
million in his budget for the
funding. In an agreement, $2
million must be raised
lo~aJly
t o complete the
f\lllding.
"Local businesses and
individuals have alr eady
donated $1.7 million to the
c ause ,"
said
Charles
Eldridge, eo-chairman of the
project.
Eldridge said as of last
week $290,000 needs to be

Best of tim es?

4000
2000

Source: UNIVERSITY UBRARIES

1987

the contingency plan was an
important step in the
budgetary process, said Don
Kassing, vice president of
University relations and
administrative services.
"From a conservative
financial position, this was
important for us to do,"
Kassing said.
Don Robertson, associate
vice president of student
atraira, said by setting aside 4
percent, the University could
be better prepared in case of
additional cute.
According
to
the
Please see BUDGET
Page 14A

Special events center nears reality
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In an effort to plan ahead for
additional requests by the
state to develop budget
contingencies, .Murray State
University officials have set
aside 4 percent of the
University
budg et in
anticipation of cutbacks.
According
to
the
University' s contingency
plan, the original 2 percent
that the state requested for
contingency planning totaled
$676,800. The University set
aside an additional $676,800
in case the state mandated
additional cuts later this
fiscal year.
"We will be prepared for it,"
Booth said. "That was the

purpose ot 4 percent ."
The 4 percent reduction in

1988 1989

As many Murray State University students
look forward to graduation, others are wonderIng if the old myth about college only lasting four
years is actually true.
The University has conducted studies on
retention and graduation rates. One of the find·
ings is that students take more than four years
to graduate.
This week, The Mu"ay State News examines reasons behind this phenomenon.
Stories on Page 5

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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raised to complete the funding
for the regional special events
center.
To help raise th e extra
money to complete the center's
funding insets are being sold
for $500 to be inscribed in a
bronze or m etal pl a t e ,
provide d by J . T Lee,
Jewelers, which will be
mounted on chairbacks in the
center.
Construction is scheduled to
begin April 24, 1993 during
alumni weekend behin d
College Courts on Bypass 121.

The original plans for the
center were to build in front of
Stewart Stadium, but it was
decided that there was not
enough room to provide an
adequate parking facility.
"The Regional Special
Events Center will serve the
University and region for
concerts, ball games, tractor
pul1s, graduations and other
events," Eldridge said.
"The center will seat 8,000

.

Please see CENTER
Page 14A

Who's Who honors

I ndex

Applications are being accepted now
for students who wish to be chosen as
members of the 1992-93 Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
The applications may be picked up in
the office of student affairs in Ordway
Hall.
To be eligible, students must have a
3.0 grade point average and should
graduate in December 1992, May or
August 1993. Students must also have
demonstrated campus and community
leadership and involvement.
Deadline for applications is Nov. 20.
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WSBRIEFS
Holiday Bazaar

Research money available

The Student Government Association will sponsor a "Holiday Craft Bazaar" from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Thursday and next Friday in the Curris Center.
Set-up tables will be provided for a fee of$15 each day. Ven·
dors will be given special parking permits, and assistance
will be provided for unloading and loading of merchandise.
Those interested in securing a space for their items should
call J eanie Morgan or Dale Wilson at 762-6951.

Nontenured engineering and science faculty are eligible for
the U.S. Department of Energy's Environmental
Restoration-Waste Management Junior Faculty Award Program. The program offers up to a $50,000 annual award for
participants to conduct educational development or applied
and basic research in the areas of environmental restoration
and waste management. Eligible applicants must have held
their doctorates in a specified science or engineering
discipline for leu than six years.
Applications are being taken through Jan. 28, 1993, and
will be announced in J une-July 1993. For more information
contact Leila Gosslee, Environmental Restoration-Waste
Management J unior .F aculty Award Program, ScienceEngineering Educat ion Division, Oak Ridge Institute for
Science and Education, P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, TN
37831-0117, or call 616-676-1078.

Students initiated into fraternity
Alpha Zeta, a professional service and honorary fraternity
of agriculture, recently initiated 13 members. They are Troy
L . Goode, Hopkinsville; Stanley K. Maclin, Hayti, Mo.;
Joshua John Duvall, Manchester, Tenn.; Rodney S. Watkins,
Murray; Davy J . Allison, Clinton; Mark A. Baumer,
Paducah ; Tara K. Brinkman, Sikeston, Mo.; Barbie M.
Dickerson, Cadiz; Charles W. Haire, Anna, Ill.; Jennifer M.
Hudson, Laurel, Del.; Leann K. Johnson, Calvert City; Thaddeus E. Jones, Dexter, Mo., and CrystalS. Stallons, Dexter

Center hosts open house
The Ceut.er for International Programs will host an open
house fot· faculty and administration from 3-6 p.m. Wednes-

day in the lobby of Ordway Hall.
~1embcrs of the intemational programs committees will
p. fl:ll'e refreshments from the foreign countries in which
~1urray State offers teaching opportunities.
Those interested in teaching or study-abroad programs
shn ulcl cont ·1ct Marcie~ .Johnson at 762-4152.

Students receive top honors
Murray St.ute earned first place at the annual soil-judging
contest ~pc>nsored by the Student Activities subdivision of the
America n Society of Agronomy Oct. 23 at the University of
'fl1II tlussee Martin.
l- pre1;c•nting Murray State were Matt Ramage, Paducah;
Hdmpton 'M. Brooks, Murray; Rodney Gallimore, Puryear,
'l'cnu: Scott Harris, Greenville; Jeremiah Jones, Nebo; Shea
Sykes, MwTay; Andy McNitt, Carbondale, Ill., and Wayne
Wilson , Denver. Ind.

Faculty positions open
Mur ray State will take applications for five faculty positions in the Kentucky ~nsti tute for Arts in Education-Murray
program through ~ov. 30. The program is scheduled for June
21 -J ulv 2, 1993.
'Tho~e interested in being considered for faculty positions
should write Bonnie Higginson,. dixector~ Kentucky Institute
for Arts in Education-Murray, Murray State University, ·
.\lurray, KY 42071, or call Higginson at 762-6868 or
762-2500.

Expo offers career ooportu nities

Current seniors, along with recent co~lege and technical
school graduates, will have an opportunity t~ speak with top
employers dwing this year's Greater Cincinnati Job Expo
from 10 a .m.-4 p.m. Dec. 18 at the Albert B. Sabin Cincinnati
Convention Center.
The event provides a forum for participants to discuss
career opportunities with representatives from more than 60
participating companies. For more information call
613-679-3119.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Lecture. Edward M. Sinker, analyst for Warren Commission, will
lecture on the JFK assassination at 7 p.m. Monday In the Curris' Center
ballroom. Admission Is free.
• Teleconfet'ence. A vldeoteleconference titled "Supporting Quality
Performance" will be held from 1·3 p.m. Wednesday in the Curris
Center Barkley room. A fee wilt be charged. For more information call
762-4220.

• c..... A community education course discussing issues of interest

Photo by JILL ASKINS

COMIC RELIEF
Comedian Lou Warren performed his act for
students during the Tuesday night Comedy Zone In
the Stables.
• Panel. The Women's Center and Department of Criminal Justice
will present a panel discussion on Relationship Violence Tuesday. For
more information call Kim Barrett at 762-6851 or 762·3016.

to older adults will be held from 1·2 p.m. on Wednesday, and again on
Nov. 26, Dec. 2 and 9 at the West Kentucky Exposition Center. Cost is
$5 per pereon and $7 per couple. For more information call762-2187.

• Seminar. The Women's Center Is sponsoring a tunch-time seminar
on rape from 12:30-1 :30 p.m. on Dec. 3. For more information call Kim
Barrett at 762-6851 or 762-3016.

• Bazar. A Christmas Bazaar will be open to the public from 10
a.m.·5 p.m. Thursday and next Friday in the Curris Center.

• Demonstration. Jln Liu will give a demonstration titled "Tai-Chl:
China's Art of Health Through Movement" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

• Forum. The College of Humanistic Studies and the Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center will hold a public forum on "The Oldest
South: Native America Legacies" from 7·9 p.m. on Dec. 8·9 at the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.

• Forum. The Pubtic Relations Student Society of America Is hosting
an open forum at 1 p.m. on Nov. 23 In the Reading Room on the se~on'i floor of Wilson Hall. The guest speaker will be Mike Fraiser, a
1982 Murray graduate who Is the dtvision market manager for Safety
'<1"P.n Corp. in rl!'J'n, Ill. The public •s welcome to attend.

• Seminar. The Office of Economt... Duvelop•nent wtll ·, •,:~·.v "
seminar on corporate taxation for certified public accountants from 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Dec. 3, In the Currls Center Ohio Room. Tho cost is $1 20
per person. For a registration form, contact Budoy Bucklllghtll o1 0., o
of Economic Development, Suite 207 Coltlns Center, or call 762-4220.

• Invitational. Academic teams from 30 area high schools will be at
Mumw Stille Tue""'<lv tor the ninth annual President's Invitational
J e~
1 I. •· .CI\)' ,.., , ...1. :t. Tourneiment. Tf 1 e co•Hpetition w11, o<J
held !rom 8 a.m.·3:30 p.m. on the third floor of the Curris Center.

I
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We had a blast
at the mixer!
'NUFFSAID'·
7fu 'Brotliers of
Sigma 'Tau {jamma

TIME IS
RUNNING OUT.

Only 6 weeks 'tll Christmas,
make your jewelryI gift layaways

nowt

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Center
759-1141
·~re

you.r iJWJS

Monday-Friday
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
tum

to gof4

r=1EB;:;

'fum in answers to the following questiolia at
either Health Services (Wells HaD) or the
Smokoout booth (Curris Center) on Nov.19.

Con-ect answers receive an apple. Open to
students, faculty, and staff.
1.
is the addictive m,red.lent lD c~
that make8 it 80 ditftcult to quit IIIDOJdDI.
2. Sidestream amolre, the amoke tha&e.apeelnto the
air between putt., Ia aetually (~) claDawoUa
than smoke that winhaled diredb' from pdftDIJ.
(Circle correct BD8Wer)
3. After you haw not 8moked t:.r 5 ,...n. the rilb fJl
developina heart dleeaseand hml ca•w• areNdnced
by (112 or 1/4). (Circle correct an8'W81')
4.. Cbewina tobacco is lllfer than m:no1dDa ~1
(True/False)
5. Preachinc and BCOlcllnl are wry e«ecdve ill
helpina eomeoue quit tobaooo. ('l'nMW.a.)

MAIN OFACE, 511i &: MAIN • NORTH BRANCH, 1211i &: CHESTNUT
SOUlH BRANCH, 12TH & SfORY • MSU TELLER MACHINE, CURRIS CENTER
PHONE: 75.}.3231 • TIME&: TEMPERATURE: 753-6363

•
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Students resign .f rom
local fraternity chapter
By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

The recent resignation of
seven
Murray
State
University students from a
local fraternity chapter has
caused some controversy on
campus.
Jeff Smith, vice president of
the Kentucky Epsilon chapter
of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity, said the Executive
Council made a close
evaluation of the brotherhood
when representatives from the
national office visited.
·· N at i o n a 1s
ex p e c ts
balanced men: one who is
athletic, has high academic
standards and very high
social skills, " Smith said.
· He said the brothers
gathered at a meeting on Oct.
25 whero the majority of the
chapter had the opportunity to
explain why he thought he was
a balanced man and why he
should remain a part of the
local chapter. Smith said then
each person went through a
rebuttal session to further
examine his positions.
~ Smith said following the
meeting resignation papers
:were available to any member

that wished to resign.
Smith said when a brother
resigns his active status is
terminated and he cannot
wear letters or in any manner
associate with Sigma Phi
Epsilon until he receives his
bachelor's degree and then he
is only an alumnus.
"It was a voluntary
resignation no one had to
accept it," he said. "Yes, we
felt very bad about it, but
externally
they were a
detriment to the chapter."
The brothers of the
fraternity who resigned said
the decision to leave the
fraternity was anything but
voluntary.
"In my personal opinion, I
feel that my resignation was
far from voluntary," Michael
Waldrop,
a
freshman
computer science major from
Hopkinsville, said.
"I signed the resignation
papers even though I didn't
want to," Anthony Trimboli,
a sophomore wildlife biology
major from Mishawaka,
Ind., said.
"I pledged in the fall of '89. I
am a graduating senior in
December and what people

should be asking themselves
is with one month let\ until
graduation , why would I
voluntarily resign," Robert
Hunt, a senior printing
management major from
De~ter, Mo., said.
"Sigma Phi Epsilon as a
national structure is still the
best fraternity on a national
level that I know. The
principles that it teaches,
virtue,
dilligence
and
brotherly love, we all strongly
agree with, but we feel the
Kentucky Epsilon chapter
here at Murray State has lost
sight of thes principles," Jim
King, a senior advertising
major from Murray, said.
"I was not at the Oct. 25
meeting, but after talking to
people in the fraternity and
those who had resigned, it
was obviously not a voluntary
resignation. Therefore, I
resigned after the following
week's meeting," Dennis
Ruez, Jr., a junior geology
and biology double major
from Centralia, 111., said.
"We just want to put this all
behind us,"
Shawn
Perkins, a senior chemistry
major from Horse Cave said.

.

.

Deferred rush beg1ns 1n
JJy KELLY MENSER

in a sorority may participate.
"Because we're in a transi, Sororiti~s at Murray State tion stage, we'll naturally do
are askmg, "What's the this a little differently t_han
'Rush'?" as they prepare to when we actually get thmgs
switch to a deferred rush rolling," Hall said. "It'll be a
'
change, but it'll be a change I
program.
feel we can handle."
Panhellenic Council adviser
To get a sense of how a deferJane Hall said that beginning red rush system works, Hall
next February a deferred rush and three MSU students, Amy
for freshmen interested in join· Rushing, Kathy Blackburn and
ing n sorority will take place Jennifer Young, visited
during spring semester.
Vanderbilt University in
~We'.TQt..iltecaee th~ ~~.last w~~~r~Jkl993 deferred rush program mg wttf1 member~ of the Gredek
will be the first at MSU, Hall governmg counctl at Van y,
'd
.1
tud ts as well Hall said Murray State's spring
sm
uppetc asss
as freshman
who areeninterested rush program probably will be
Stall wnter

Photo by JUD COOK

AND THE NEW MR. MSU IS.••
Who will be crowned the next Mr. MSU? One of these fine men will be chosen
for the title at tonight's Mr. MSU pageant sponsored by Alpha Omicron PI at 7
p.m. In Lovett Auditorium. From left, on the front row are Keith Dean, Doug Bell,
Russ Stallons, David Weatherly, Brent Carter, Trent Bates, Jeff Smith and Robin
Brown. Second row from left are James Woodyard, Scott Bridges and Jeff
Plskos. Back row from left are Shane Triplett, Brent Mayabb, Rusty Thompson,
Jody Stivers and Ray Stiff. Not pictured are Chip Adams and Brian Wllmurth.

UCB plans Paren·~t·s } Weekend
1993 as celebration forn4amilies

modeled on the Vanderbilt
system, with a few variations.
By MAGGIE CARTER
Rushing, who is president of. Reporter
MSU's Panhellenic Council,
Parents send their children
listed several reasons for ad- to college, pay for their tuition
ding the deferred rush plan. and manage to mve them
She said the number of
t>·
freshmen participating in rush some extra spending money to
has declined in recent years, keep a social life. So what is
and she hopes the semester the reward ofbeing a parent?
waiting period will help
The University Qenter
students and their parents Board will sponsor "Parents
decideifjoiningasororityisthe Weekend:
A
Family
right choice..
.
Celebration" on Nov. 13-15.
~~.,-- Rushmg.... 1 1~2:;~ ..r:~lN• •Ppl8lebratiqn'lfl i.a J~r
Wlti ldl t>et;t~r know . ; ey a~hey
students of all ages an<l thetr
or to JOm a soror~ Yonce
families
have balanced thetr bankbooks
·
·
· h
for a semester.
The weekend begtns
wtt

:
,
Alpha Omicron Pi .social ,p.m. Saturday night with the :
sorority hosting th~· }~th ' improv
comedy
group .
annual Mr. MSU Page~~t i~ Monkeytime offering comic
L
tt
Audit 0 r. i u m
characten and music in the
Adov~ .
. $5 fo d
J ~urris Center Ballroom.
10
• mtss1o~ lS
. nc
u 0Afl ·
w1t~ chtldren under 10
Sunday, Nov. 15 a gospel
admttted free.
singing will be held in the
On Saturday, a parent and Curris Center Theater from 9
family reception will be from to 11 a.m. with the Voices of
9 to 11:30 a.m. on the second Praise Baptist Student Union,
floot.- of. .the. Curris Center. aadothergroupa~rforming.
Vf~~>tf~~l>tN...ti&itt~·..P~entl Week~nd is
~h fac\ll4t' Mad staff OV81'tJ-8 liiasociate4 with a family
~Minental breakfast.
celebration" said Jeanie
.
.
,
The htghhght of Parents Morgan, secretary for student
Week end W1·11 b egm
· a t 7 :30 ac t'lVI't'181!1.

l'-··

;;t*

1302 Main St.
Across from Dairy Queen
753-9058

Come by & see our new interior!

(DisCount for volume)

-Popcorn
-Hot Dogs
-Deli Sandwiches
-Fountain Drinks
-Fresh Donuts

IN MR. MSU!
.-Co!Je, the .::Siite't~ of
dffpha .::Si9ma df{pha

-Party Supplies
-Lottery
-All regional newspapers
-Fax machine service $1.79/page
-Copies 15¢ each

Open 24 hours
••
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-VIEWPOINT
Cuts should be
fair to everyone

PATRICIA
CASH

VteWpOint
Editor

Scheduling needs
revision in future

Possible future budget cuts at Murray State
University should be fair to all students, unlike
past cuts have seemed.
Last spring's budget dilemma hit many
University academic and student affairs
programs with a much harder blow than
programs within the .a thletic department seemed
to take.
The argument against changing athletic
programs has been that students on athletic
scholarships have been made a promise that they
would be given the money to get their education
and to compete in their field. These students,
however, are not the only Murray State students
who have been made this promise. For example,
cuts in speech have caused speech team
members, many of whom are also at MSU on
scholarships, to cut the number of tournaments
they attend.
Contingency plans for future budget cuts
should be carefully evaluated so that everyone
takes their fair share. While many programs
have taken more than their share already,
athletics seems to have been virtually unaffected.
The University has explored increasing
enrollment as a means of raising revenues. The
way to do this is not by cutting academic
programs but by cutting ert~as that are not
needed. Students choose a university based on
academics, not to admire the campus
landscaping.
...: ~
In the future, horizontal cuts must be truly
horizontal. Every program to be affected must
take the same proportion of budget cuts. Only
then will every student have been treated fairly.
~,",

Better registration
procedur~ needed
A more efficient way of class registration needs
to be instituted at Murray State University.
The current system is failing in that students
are having to stand in line for hours only to find
out that their classes are closed. These students
are also having to miss classes so they can get the
ones they need for the next semester. This seems
to defeat the purpose of a University.
A system where students either call in their
schedules by touch-tone phone or schedule
through computers in their advisers' offices
would be more convenient and efficient for
students and staff members alike.
-

n.e
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Cancellation upsets reader
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
SGA's cancellation of the
White Heart concert. I am
extremely upset over this
decision. As Christians, we
are let down again. For
several years, SGA has not
sponsored a Christian event,
and when pressured to do so,
they failed to meet this need.
The SGA says it cancelled
the concert due to low ticket
sales. However, if they knew
anything about the Christian
market, they would know that
the trend among Christians is
that we buy tickets shortly
before the show as seen with the
AVB concert concert sponsored
bytheBSU.
Many of my friends and I
had not purchased our tickets
yet. If we had known of the
possibility of the concert being
cancelled because of low
advance ticket sales, we would

have purchased our tickets
earlier.
Beinl president of Chi
Alpha, I was not contacted
about the concert or asked to
help in any way. Being a
Christian musician, I know
how to go about promoting a
Christian concert. First, you
do not run ads for a Christian
rock concert on a country
station and expect to get
adequate results. You need to
run ads on a rock station.
Secondly, there should be more
advertisement on campus. I
looked for flyers in all the
buildings on campus and
couldn't find any, except a few
in the Curris Center. I also saw
a poorly-designed banner the
SGA had put up.
. Thirdly, I would have every
Christian organization on
campus involved. I would also
have been running ads in the
paper every week since school

started, not one week before the
show was cancelled.
The SGA said it mailed
flyers to all the churches in the
area. This is good, but did you
think to send flyers to SEMO,
SIU, Western, PCC or any
other colleges within a 2- to 3hour drive?
I believe it was very poor
judgement on behalf of the
SGA concert promoter to cancel
the show or lose all future
concerts (as told by a member
of SGA). I understand they
still lost $4,000 and didn't even
bring them in. It would have
been in their best interest to go
on with the show, because there
is a great market for Christian
concerts. For example, I saw
White Heart this summer in
Leitchfield, and that concert
brought in 5,000 people.
Brian Murley
Chi Alpha President

I would like to express both
my extreme disgust and my
sincere joy regarding my
latest trek through the
infamous
advanced
scheduling line. I was quite
unhappy at the length of the
line, but happy that it was my
last time to have to stand in it.
When I actually woke up an
hour earlier on the first •
morning of scheduling without
falling back to sleep three or
four times, I thought it was a
good sign and that I should
make a mad dash for the
scheduling line before it got too
long. Imagine my disgust
when, as I climbed the stairs to
the third floor of the Currie
Center, I both heard and saw
what looked like a scene out of
that
not-so-cri'ticallyaccla.imed movie titled Swarm
in which a gigantic swarm of
killer bees descends on the
United States.
I was much frustrated to find
the line wrapping completely
around the top floor and
beginning to make a second
loop. I honestly think the only
way I made it through was that
I kept telling myself, "This is
the last time I have to stand in
this line."
As if standing in line for two •
hours and missing my fll'st
claas to pt only 12 hours of
classes weren't enough,
imagine the look on my face
when I discovered that two of
my .four classes were
cancelled. Sure, I got into other
sections, but they are with
teachers I don't know. I'm
sure I'll survive, but one would
think that by the time you reach
senior status, it wouldn't be
such a hassle to get the teachers
and time slots that you want.
No such luck!
Granted, I am no expert on
the subject, but common sense
would seem to suggest that
there has got to be a simpler
way of handling the process.
These changes may not be
possible at the current time
because of budget cuts, but they
are defmitely something to
consider in the future for the
benefit of everyone involved.

Soda seeks support in Title IX issue
To the Editor:
My purpose in writing is to
obtain public support for
holding the Congress and
Administration responsible
for failing to enforce Title IX
of the Education Amendments
of 1972 concerning women's
participation
in
intercollegiate athletics.
On
April
9,
1992,
Chairwoman Cardias Collins
of the House Subcommittee on
Commerce,
Consumer
Protection
and
Competitiveness
opened
hearings on: "Title IX: The
Effects on Women's Sports
and Gender Equity." Copies of
the witness list for this
hearing and all documents
cited herein are available at
your newspaper office for
public review or copying. In
this
hearing,
Schultz,
executive director of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association
(NCAA),
discussed the efforts of the
NCAA
to
assist
its
membership in achieving
gender
equity
,in
intercollegiate athletics.
In my opinion, because the
NCAA sponsors twice as
many male teams in its
basketball and lacrosse
Division I championship
tournaments as female teams

and no comparable female
team to the large football
teams in these ~a.mpionship
tournaments, it is extremely
unlikely that the NCAA will
be considered a serious factor
in the promotion of gender
equity among its membership.
In testimony at these
hearings, Vargyas, senior
counsel for education and
employment,
National
Women's Law Center, states
that the underlying cause for
inequities in the treatment of
women in
competitive
athletics is "a failure of
leadership in both the
university community and
government enforcement
agencies to address the
problem." She reviewed the
Brooklyn College case which
was resolved by the Office For
Civil Rights (OCR), U.S.
Department of Education, as
an example of this failed
government enforcement. In
that case, several dates by
which time the college had
committed to take certain
actions had elapsed without
such action having been
taken. However, OCR closed
this case, fmding no violation
based on assurances given by
this
institution und~r
investigation. There was no
enforcement of those violated

assurances. To reinforce this
assertion by Vargyas, I am
enclosing the assurances
made by Towson State
University (TSU) and the
.first evaluation by OCR under
these assurances of April 9,
1992. This evaluation shows
that in at least two of five
areas, TSU failed to meet its
assurances in recruitment
and
support
services.
Moreover, OCR found that a
new area, athletic financial
aid, was adequate in its 198990 academic year. No OCR
enforcement
action
is
discussed or threatened in
this evaluation for TSU's
failure to comply completely
with ita assurances to the
OCR.
Although Vargyas suggested
to this subcommittee that the

assistant secretary for civil
rights, the honorable Michael
L. Williams, be subpoenaed to
appear
before
this
subcommittee hearing; she
was informed that he would
appear at another meeting of
this subcommittee. However, I
was informed in September
1992 by a subcommittee staff
member that
due
to
insufficient time no more
hearings on this matter will
be held by this subcommittee
in the 102nd Congress.

If sufficient time is
unavailable for enforcement
of Title IX by either the
administration or the 102nd
Congress, the public must
demand an explanation from
their
senators
and
representatives to justify such
an extreme delay in view of
the enactment of Title IX 20
years ago. In order to assist
the public in this effort, I am
enclosing the Washington,
D.C., addresses and the
district telephone numbers of
the House subcommittee on
commerce,
consumer
protection
and
competitiveness members (on .
file in News office). In
addition to obtaining the
positions of candidates for
national office, the public is
strongly urged to make it
clear that any incumbents
who thought that after 20 years
Title IX should wait more
before it is seriously enforced
in competitive athletics, will
wait more than 20 years to
obtain their vote at elections.
If someone desires to
discuss these matters further
or to obtain additional
information, they may contact
me by telephone at (410) 4559687.

Frank R. Soda

November 13, 1992
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years of your life?

Course loads,. programs equal
more students staying longer

Retention
rates rise,
committee
forms
>

By JENNY WOHLLEB
S1alf Writer

. @Y. LEIGH LANDINI
. A$$0()1are Edl~

., Although retention of
students at Murray State
University seems to be
stable, the ..University will
continue . to
look at the
..
"
·issue.
"We've got lots of room to
improve in retention," said
Don Robetison, associate
vice president of student
·affairs. fll'rh.at's (retention)
an area of high priority for
us right now."
According to a reten~ion
· Study that was done by ·the
University lrom 1985. to ·
1991, retention rates for
returning students after the
freahman year ranged from
69.3 percent i:n 1986 to_,87
percent m·1991.
"We want thos, students
to atay from fresliman year
to graduation," Robertson
$aid.
.
One of. r the reasons
driving ~h·e University for
retaining students is the
amount of funding it
receives for students.
R.obert&on ·· there is ,, a
formula for funding, and a
university receives more
money for students enrolled
in junior and ~enior level
classes. ·
··
Financial re$80ll.8 arc also
another advantage to
retaining
students,
Robertson said.
•·.-rhe larger the retG:ntion
rate is the: less pressuie
there is on bringing in large
freshman
classes,"
Robertson said.
,
·.. ,. The University fonned a.
committee' to ' study
recruitment and retention,
but the entire school must
be in'lolved with retaining
students.
.. .
Robertson s&id one Of ·the.
keys for retention is
academic advising. In
academic
advising,
Robertson said advisers
should help put students
into classes according to
academic backgrounds.
"Advising is not just
simply filling out a
· sche~ule," Robertson aaid}
Although tho University's
academic advisers are doing
a good job, Robertson said
. he believes tb8t the school
should
institute
a
centralized
advising
process.
•our students need mOl'e
.structured
academic
'· advising," Robertson said. '
Other factors affecting
retention include class
attendance and use of the
Leftrn:i:hg Center.
"Class attendence is
critical, especially for
freshmen and sophomores,"
Robertson said.
.Accordi.Jlg to the retention
·study, 167 of the tAss
returning freshmen in 1988
used the Learning Center.
The number rose to 227 of
1,268 in 1989, and it rose
again to 254 out of
1,345 tudents in 1990. .It
rose again in 1991.

Many students today may
think that their education is
dragging on forever.
Is there any truth behind
these thoughts?
Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions at Murray State
University, said he does not
think that it is taking college
students any longer to
graduate than before.
-rhere bas never been a
university anywhere that has
graduated every student in
four years,• Bryan said.
Bryan said Murray State is
typical of public colleges across
the country as far as the
amountoftUnentakes
students to graduate.
The average graduation rate
for first-time full-time Murray
State students from 1983-85
was 4.7 years.
Bryan did not have any
statistics on non-traditional
students.
"'You see an increase in parttime students which will take
more time in a course," Bryan
said.l
Larry Mallet, ch'airman of
the music department, said
there has not been an increase
in the number of years it takes
a music major to graduate
although it takes music
students longer because of the
number of required hours.
The music department offers
three degrees. Approximately
75 percent ofMSU music
students are enrolled in the
bachelor of music education
program.
The B.M.E. offers three
tracks including choral,
instrumental and
comprehensive.
The comprehensive track is a five

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

year program that requires 151-158
hours. The choral track is a four year

program that requires 141145 hours. The instrumental
track is also four years, but
it requires 143-148 credit
hours.
The B.M.E. requires
numerous hours because it
bas to receive Kentucky
state certification by
requiring many professional
education courses.
The program must also
be able to meet certain
standards to be accredited
by the National Association
of Schools ofMusic.
In addition to the music
standards, students must
also meet general education
requirements.
"Most students in the
B.M.E program graduate in
four and a half to five
years,• Mallet said. ".If they
graduate in four years, rest
assured that they went to
one or two summer schools."
Mallet said the program
is average with other
universities.
"My experience with
other universities has been
the same because of the
high number of hours," he
said.
Jeffrey Anderson,
chairman of the chemistry
department, said he thinks
it is taking chemistry
students a little longer to
graduate than in previous
years.
"More students have
jobs to help pay for school so
it is taking them longer to
get out,• Anderaon said.
Anderson said there
wasn't any problem with the
program itself.
"We really try to accomodate

students," Anderson said.
Don Robertson, associate vice
president of student affairs, said
students may delay graduation because
of jobs or internship opportunities
during college.
"Their wark-load could impact
classes," hi said.
Studenta may also change majors,
and the switch could cause them to lose
credits.
Beth .Akil, a senior business
administntion major from Lexington,
is a tiftbywu- senior.
"It is taking me five years to graduate
because r. a transfer student from
Georgeto'W!l College," Akin said. •I also
haven't taken a full course load every
semester because I wind up dropping
classes."
.. ~icole ~pman, a senior math major
from Pad\&&h, is also a fifth year
senior.
"I trans&rred here from Paducah
Communi1J College," Chapman said,
•And if I had been here from day one, I
could have gotten everything I needed.
PCC didn\oft'er everything1 needed."
Chapmaa said abe also took some
education classes which she decided not
to use, so 1hat set her back.
She also said she feels that Murray
State baa been partly respcmaible for
her being bere five years.
-rhere aze certain math claases that I
needed that are only offered in the fall
or in the spring," Chapman said, "But I
had to wait. a year to take them, so that
slowed me down."
Sherri Rast, a senior English .major
from Paducah, has been a college
·
student for five years also.
"'transferred to Murray after two
years at PCC," Ruat said, "So that has
something to do with it. I also changed
my major during my junior year from
psychology to English. As far aa my
major classes go, I had to start all
over."

Juggling schedules

-_I

Graduation rates improve for many athletes
By PAMELA R. DIXON

"The program has worked very well.
The program has provided resources
that otherwise would not have been
there for students,• Strickland said.
According to the NCAA regulations a
nominee must have five qualifications
to apply for the degree completion
award:
• Nominees must be a student athlete
who has completed eligibility at the
NCAA Division I member institutions.
•Nominees must have received
athletics-related financial aid.
•Nominees must have exhausted
institutional eligibility (five years) for
athletics-related aid.
•Nominees must be within 30 semester
hours (45 quarter hours) of graduation.
•If the application is for full time
status, all remaining hours must be
attainable in no more than two
consecutive semester or three
consecutive quarter terms.
Simmons said there are many
reasons why students do not graduate
in four years.
"Students usually have to take lesa
hours because they cannot have the
same course load as a regular student.
Seasonal courses are only held once a
year, so athletes have to take them
whenever they can. Sometimea
students maintain poor study habits
and fall behind in their studies,"
Simmons said..
Tremain Lewis, a senior business
administration major from Orange,
Texas, and a football player, said
graduating in four years can be difticult
for some athletes.
,. I usually take 15 hours a semester.
Most of :the time .I take harder cluaes

Staff Wrltltr

A student walks slowly toward
the podium. The sound of
"Pomp and Circumstance" (lows
in the background. It has taken
four year• of hard work to reach
the culmination of that night.
Every college student dreams
of completing his four-year
degree. Unfortunately for many
student athletes, getting out of
college in four years may be an
impossible dream.
Margaret Simmons, academic adviser
for the athletic department, said the
average 1990 freshman athlete student
will take 4.7 years to graduate.
"'Mike Strickland, athletic director for
MSU, instituted a five-year program,
which allows athletes to receive
scholarships to attend college for a fifth
year. There is also a six year program
instituted by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association raised from
revenue· from tournament games to
help students who have run out of
financial aid,• Simmons said.
Strickland said the five year program
allows student athletes to continue
school after their eligibility is
completed.
"The plan allows students to work .in
some capacity of the athletic
department in offices such as student
trainer," Strickland said.
Strickland said the program has
shown much improvement since it was
instituted in 1987.

Comparison of graduation rates
As busy as student athletes may be, the graduation rate for
student athletes still remains higher than that of the total
student population.
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in the spring than in the fall. If an

athlete takes 15-18 hours during the
aeuon it may be hard to find time for
them to study. Especially when they
have to travel," Lewis said.
All of the athletic groups on campus
have required study groups to improve
their study habits.
"The football team has tutoring
sessions from 8 to 10 each night. It's
required for freshmen and anyone
below e..2.0," Lewis said.
Keeping good grades and being an
athlete often leaves little time for
social life.
"Being an athleto and a student is
more difficult than a lot of people would

a

I
I

think. Balancing a social life and ''I
academics is difficult, but some manage I
'I
to do it,• Lewis said.
Scott Sivills, a senior middle school
education major from Cadiz, says be j
that class scheduling can be a problem •
lI
for athletes.
I
•The basketball team usually II
practices ftom for two or three hours in I
the afternoon. Some classes in my I
major are JOing on during the practices. •II
I am unable to take some courses II
I
because ofthis,• Sivills said.
"I think that education should be
first. Academics are important because
without a degree you can't get
anywhere in life," Sivills said.

A closer look at issues in the news
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Senate discusses salaries
By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Ed•tor

Salary comparisons of
Murray State University
faculty to other Kentucky
universities was the highlight
of the Faculty Senate's
meeting Tuesday .
Winfield Rose, chairman
of fmance, and Betty Driver ,
member of the finance
committee, presented a
benchmark
sa l a r y
comparison.
For 1991-1992, Murray State
ranks last in pay for full
professors with $44,400.
University of Kentucky is
ranked no. 1 with a salary of
$61,600.
The average salary for
professors of all the schools in
the comparison, except for
Murray State, is $50,600, a
difference of $6,200.

Assistant professors receive
a salary of $33,900 , while
associate professors receive
$38,900.

In other Senate business,
Ken Carstens, chairman of
academic policies, said they
are awaiting the new bylaws
for the new facultv club.
Carstens also said he was
going on sabbatical and will
resign. Ted Brown will be the
new chairman.
Du ring academic council
reports, Sally DuFord reported
on the on-line computer
system being installed in the
librar y .
Nancy France, chairman of
the rules , elections and
bylaws committee, said she
would like input on how to
increase faculty participation
on
administrative
evaluations.

"The fear is if we don't have
a high percentage of
participation, the administration will view the process
as not being valuable," she
said.
P r esident Ray Conklin
reported that Pam Rice, who
was recently elected to the
I ntercollegiate Athletic
Council, has resigned. The
Senate decided to have only
one person on the committee,
as it had been done in the past.
Buddy Krizan, who was
already on the council, was
nominated for that position.
Recommendations will be
sent to President Kurth.
Joe Chaney, chairman of the
insurance and benefits
committee, also resigned.
Jim Baurer, will become the
new ch airman.
The Senate also passed an

Smokers encouraged to quit
By MICHELE CARL TON
News Ed•tor

It's a hard habit to break, but
Student Health Services and
the A.n;terican Cancer Society
are encouraging Murray
State University students,
faculty and staff to stop
smoking for 24 hours on the
Great American Smokeout
Day Thursday.
"There's a big push from the
American Cancer Society to
encourage people to quit
smoking, " said Louise
Anderson, Registered Nurse
at Student Health.

In an effort to help tobaccl>
u sers quit for a day, nonsmokers may adopt a family
member, Mend, co-worker or

Great American Smokeout
By proclamation of President Kurth, the Great American Smokeout is being fully supported by Murray State.
• What: the American Cancer Society's Great American
· Smokeout is a lighthearted effort to encourage smokers to give
up their habit for 24 hours.
• Why: The health benefits of not smoking are substantiated
and well known . There are also additional civic benefits such as
a reduction of the risks of accidental
fires and illnesses related to secondhand smoke.
• When : Thursday, November HI
~ottU : {iTUDENT HEALTH

SERVICES Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

classmate, Anderson said.
Adoption tables will be set up
·in~tberJaurris Center Tuesday
and Wednesday from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. where participants
may sign a contract to help the

e ongriltulations!

smoker to "leave the pack
behind .'' Survival kits filled
with hard candy, straws ,
su gar -free gum and other
placebos will be distributed at
the table.

OFFICE SUPPLIES

•w

Senate adopts
proposed
budget plan
Staff Report

In light of lhe additional proposed budget cuts, the Student
Senat e adopted a proposed
budget plan for the Student
Gover nment Al'sociation to
help better organize the expenditw·es of each program.
'fhe followi ng issues were
also discussed at t..he Senate
meeting Wednesday:
• The Scott Edgar Show will be
he ld Nov. Hl nnd Nov. 25 at
Gatti 's, n question-and-answer
session with students.
il Gripe Day is Nov. 19. A table
will be set up in the Curris
Center fm· students to express
their suggestions about how to
i mprov e as pe c t s of the
Univcrsity.

FURNITURE

~~~~

OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
516 MAIN ST.

Welcome Parents
Remember us for all your
school and office supplies
753-0123

Stargazers of Mayfiefa
730 Paris Rd.
Mayfield KY 42066
247-4447

will be carrying adult novelties & gag gifts.
Open Monday-Saturday
Gift certificates and a 30 day layaway available.
Bring in this ad & receive 10% discount.

Thanks to the area businesses
who donated items during

MACHINES

crwift La~s

t•

on an excellent performance in
"Man of/a Mancha"
' , -aWe're so proud o~youl
'J '
· :. ~
Love- The Sisters
·
·
ofAlpha Sigma Alpha

Ex e cut ive
Committee
r esolution which says "it is
the position of the Faculty
Senat e of Murray State
University
that
any
information and proposed
changes
in
insurance
coverage, insurance payment
or other benefits should be
submitted to and reviewed by
the Faculty Senate and Staff
Congres s before bein g
presented to the Board of
Regents."
The Senate has a l so
developed insurance focu s
groups to study what options it
has concerning health
coverage.
The next Faculty Senate
meeting will be Dec. 1. James
Butts, the new chairman on
the Board of Regents, and Sid
Easley, the new vice chair
will speak at the meeting.

1-800-489-1414

We couldn't have
made it without you}.
Love- The Sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha

.9L{pfiapresert--ts
Omicron
Pi
-tfie
12th Annual
''Trust In the Lord. •• and
he shaD direct thy paths."
PaJd

Advertisement

Proverbs
3:5-6

c:1dountaiq_
'Vallej.
~tel
snc.
18 71

TONIGHT!!
November 13
at 7:30p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium

Featuring:

Chip Adams
Tren t Bates
Doug Bell
Scott Bridges
Robin Brown
Keith Deom
BrentMayab

Ray Stiff
Jody Stivers
Rusty Thomps on
Shane Triplett
David Weath erly:
Brian Wilmurth
James Woodyard

JeffPiskos.
welcomes parents
to Murray State
Available on campus
753-0819

Russ Stallons

ADMISSION
00 Students with MSU I.D.
OOAdults
E for children 10 and under

TONIGHT!!
November 13
at 7:30 P.·m.
in Lovett AUditorium

Jeff Smith

Proceeds benefit
Arthritis Research Foundation
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Lack Of publicity problem
for MSU support groups
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Wnter

Many students and faculty
members are unaware of
various support and thera py
groups available through
Murray State University's
Counseling and Testing and
the Women's centers.
Jane Ethridge, counselor-·
instructor at the Counseling
and Testing Center, said
support groups and therapy
groups are different.
She said support groups are
strictly for support and allow
"people to work together in
efforts for change," while
therapy groups work through
certain issues and are more
solution- oriented.
"This is an on-going
thing," Ethridge said . "The
availability of groups is not a
IT'S ALL FOR A GOOD CAUSE
new idea."
Ethridge said she did not
Matt Walker, a senior broadcast journalism major from Booneville, Ind., and
know
how to interpret the low
Stephanie Shelton, a senior broadcast journalism major from Clinton, were a few
turnout
at the various group
of the hosts for the AERho Auct ion on MSU TV-11 earlier this week . The
sessions.
She said lack of
auction raised money for the radio and television program on campus.
knowledge
about
the
programs is the primary
reason for the group's low
number of members.
Ethridge
said
the
University offers these groups
Honors Program are encourag"Our students are actively in· and assertiveness training
f By SHANNON BARNHILL
ed to take leadership positions volved in many campus courses in response to the need
:I -st-aff-W--rit-er_______________
organizations and hold various expressed by faculty, staff and
on campus.
! In 1986 the Board of Regents
"One of the reasons these leadership positions,"
Ptudents.
Jcreated the Murray State students are chosen for the pro- Malinauskas said.
Three support groups are
: Honors Program. Since its in· gram is because they show
Many students can qualify for currently meeting this
• itial enrollment of 26, the pro- leadership potential,'' said an Honors Diploma without be: gram has grown to involve 88 Mark Malinauskas. program ing in the program. If a student semester. They are the
: students.
director.
scores a 26 or above on the Women of Col or Support
: Involved in the honors proStudents in the Honors Pro- ACT. he can graduate with Group, the Lesbian Support
: gram also are the Presidential gram take general education honors if he fulfills all the re- Group and a support group for
• Scholars. Twelve of these classes that allow more in· quirements, which include two rape victims.
; scholarships are given each depth thinking. They ru·e re- years of foreign language,
The Women of Color
; year by MSU.
•• To qualify to be a Presidential quired to take Honors IDC, writing a senior thesis and com- Support group is designed to
humanities and fine arts pleting foreign study.
help faculty and students
: Scholar, students must score a classes. These classes meet
become more comfortable,
: 28 or above on the ACT, apply. three days a week. with two
Aside from the rigors of class, involved members of t he
and complete two days of inter· days of lcc't ure and one students involved in the Honors
communitY.
views at Murray State. This se mi nar. I n t h e semi nar Program also find time to at- c amp us
Individuals
who
attend the
year the 12 scholars were students are able to discuss the - tend regional and national
r chosen from over 100 material they have learned, honors conferences where they meetings will be assisted with
; applicants.
and also other specialized may present papers they interpersonal and intra! Students chosen for the topics.
personal problems.
prepare .

Honors Program enrollment rises

.

......•.........•...•.....
Support Groups Schedule .••.•..••....•............
• Positive Parenting
Monday, 5:30 - 7 p.m.
• Adult Children of Alcoholic
and Dysfunctional Families•
Tuesday, 4 • 5:30 p.m.
• Adult Survivors of Child
Sexual Abuse..
Tuesday, 4 - 5:30 p.m.

• Women of Color
Support Group•
Wednesday, 12:30- 1:30 p.m.
(first and third Monday of month}
• Assertlvness Training
Thursday, 12:30- 1:30 p.m.
• ThoM intMHted OOI'It8d Kim Barrett
.. 782-3018

-rhoM lnt~ cont.ct Jlll'le Ethridge
• 782-6851

Source: WOMEN'S CENTER

A support group for lesbians,
offered for the first time this
semester, will begin if enough
interest is shown, Ethridge
said. Those inter ested in
attending the Lesbi~ Support
Group
should
contact
Ethridge.
She said the group will focus
on four specific areas of
concern for lesbians. They
are identity developmen t,
resolution of identity· and
developmental concern,
relationship concerns and
family conflicts.
Ethridge said a support
group for family and friends
of rape victims is available as
the need arises, but it is not
scheduled weekly at this time.
Therapy groups meeting
this semester are Adult
Survivors of Child Sexual
Abuse and Adult Children of
' Alcoholics and Dysfunctional
Families.
The Adult Survivors of
Sexual Abuse Therapy Group
has two separate groups.
Ethridge said one group is
full, but new members are
welcome. to fill the second
group. This group focuses on
assisting those who are
suffering from after-effects of
sexual abuse and helps the
victims understand how
childhood abuse interferes
with dilily living.
The Adult Children from
Dysfunctional
Families
Therapy Group meets weekly

•

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

to discuss issues relevant to
children of alcoholics, as well
as to individuals who were
emotionally, verbally and
physically abused during
childhood.
Anger
management,
interpersonal relationship
programs and sugge::;tions for
healing are introduced at
these therapy sessions.
Two skill-building groups
are available on campus: the
Assertiveness
Train i ng
Group and the Parent
Training Group for parents
with
pre-school
and
elementary
school-age
children.
Ethridge
said
the
Assertiveness Group, which is
for males and females,
focuses on building skills in
interpersonal communication and maxlmlz:Lng
school efficiency.
Ethridge and Kim Barrett,
director of the Women's
Center, facilitate these groups,
which meet weekly in
~,Ordway Hall. The Women of
Color Support Group mee:ts the
first and third Wednesday of
each month.
Ethridge urges students to
take advantage of these
support groups which are
available to students through
the activit¥ fee, and said some
of these groups may dissolve
if more support ifJ not shown
by faculty and staff.
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Friday & Satmday Night Buffet

·~
~

·

BBQRibs, Flsh.Chicken,
8l Country Ham

~ Wefcome Parents anti Stutients
New Dan! S~clal:
Large Hamburger, Fries, Medium Drink

®

Students, bring your parents and use yom discount U

•II•

Next to C8.111pus!

$2.49

J

(0000 11/16/92-11/')1)/92)

.

1 0°/o Discount

THE PLACE AIN'T FANCY BUT SHO IS GOOD FOOD!

806 Chestnut

759-0046

mw t=~
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with valid MSU ID

~ ·~~
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CONGRATULATES
our 'I 992-95 ot=t=lcers
Ronn Hubbard Jr. • President
aryan Suddlth • Executive VIce-President
Michael Delaney • VIce-President: Mambanlllp
David Noble• • VIce-President: Program•
Bill Burnam • VIce-President: Management
Jo•hua Slown • sac. .tarv
John Bargar • sargeant-At-Arm•
.

David M. Wicks • Chairman: Judicial Review Board

our ,192·9! White ROses

1

while placing order.
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TACO
'BELLe

i

HoiiJ Blalock and Erin Thomas

I

our t992·9J Order of omega Initiate
Matt Martin

our Falll992 zeta ASsadate Class

Dean HaH Patrick wanrer
scott Gladen

Not good with any other offer.
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Eastern crisis
focus of lecture
By REV CRAIG
Reporter

Educating Americana about
the crisis in Sarajevo was the
focus of the program, "The
World In Crisis: the Case of
Yugoslavia" Thursday night,
Nov. 5, in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
Marko Palekcic of the
University of Sarajevo spoke
on the problems arising in his
home country of Yugoslavia.
He is visiting Murray State
this semester as part of the
faculty exchange program.
Lecturing on the cuJTent
crisis in Yugoslavia is a new
experience, h e said.
"I am not a politician. I can
offer only my point of view as
an ordinary citizen."
"We are involved in a
process of constructing a new
world .
Not
only
in
Yugoslavia, but in the whole
of Europe , things are
happening that people just
don't understand.''
He said that many people do
not view the crisis in
Yugoslavia as serious.
"I have met many people
who say that it is not that bad
there, everybody there is to

Photo by RON RUGGLES

Students waited In long linea to get Into spring
1993 classes during registration this week In the
Currla Center. Registration for next semester's
classes will end today at 4 p.m.

· Registration turns
out to be long wait
By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Editor

With the end of every
semester comes the task of
preparing for the next,
which includes registering
for classes. This past week
many students found
themselves waiting in line
for as long as two hours to
sign up for the cla1ses they
want.
Lori Dial, registration
and r ecords supervisor,
said the linea have been
longer in the mornings
than the afternoons.
Dial said registration did
not start until 8 a .m., but
students were starting to
line up by 5:30 a.m.
"Wheu you &tart out
behind it is hard to catch
up," she said.

Sarah Rothenberger, a
senior math major from
Marion, m. said she did not
have any problems getting
into the classea she needed,
but does think something
should be done about the
long lines.
·
' Dial said they have twelve
computers ' to r e gister
students, but do not always
'1 t.ve-.twelve people working.
' "W1~ have twelve workers,
but that includes eight full
8
U~ who take classes
and the rest are ~Student
worketa," she said.
Dial said they have not
had any real problems with
the computers.
"The whole, University
\1188 them eo thv bJ!ve~
slow at certain times of the
day," she said.

............................
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By PENNY RIDENOUR
Reporter

Do you remember when
your mom and dad told you
the difference between boys
and girls? That was the topic
of the fall honors convocation,
"Voices of Dissonance:
Gender Perspectives," held
Nov. 5.
The semi-annual meeting
broupt toP.ther 88 honor
students from all academic
disciplines at Murray State
University.

All Ray-Bans
20% off

I

.

8:07 a.m.- Report of theft. from room on second floor in
Springer Hall.
1 p.m. - A deer crashed through a lab room window in
Wilson Hall. The deer had hit the side of a truck driven by
Paul Sharp, 38, of Murray who was eastbound on Main Street
between 16th and 15th Streets, according to Murray City
Police. The deer became disoriented and ran through a window in Wilson Hall and exited out the same window. The
deer then ran toward Main Street and into a window at Corvette Lanes Bowling Alley. It eventually ran next door into
Owen's Food Market and died from its irijuries.
8:23 p.m.- Stolen bike recovered at Currie Center by
owner.

Nov. 7
9:27p.m.- Male student passed out in Hart Hall lobby. He
was reportedly intoxicated and non-responsive. Transported
to Murray·Calloway County Hospital by ambulance. Treated
and released. Held in district jail and charged with alcohol
intoxicatiorri'n a public place, and mentally ill and danger to
self and others.

Nov.&

2:15 p.m.- Washing machine overflow on ninth floor of
Regents Hall.
3:06p.m.- Keys dropped down elevator shaft in Regents
Hall.
5:43 p.m.- Two juveniles caught removing a grate from a
manhole.
10:03 P;m.- Report of broken door glass in Hart Hall.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by A ndrea J ones, staff writer, from materials available to the public
at the public safety office.

Mark
Malinauskas ,
dire ctor of the honors
program, said the purpose of
the meeting was "to pursue an
interdisciplinary subject so
we look at the idea through the
perspecti ve of v ari ous
disciplin es. "
"This is the year of the
woman," h e said. "The fact
is we live in a society where
females outnumber ilie
m ales. We study a t a
University where females
outnumber the males."

Student& addreaaed the issue
of stereotypes in social,
classroom, historical and
cultural situation~. Alao the
common mentality of the
sexes was addre88ed.

' Skits such as He Lilced HerSM Lilced Him performed by
the
fine
arts
and
communications students
aDd WoJMa/ 7'M:1 Ant G~
To Me performed by the
humanities students made
points about discrimination

and stereotype• of women.
The skit A CluJt With Clio ,
performed by the interdieciplinary studies students
featured a mock talk show
which poNd the question of
how history would have been
different if it had been
recorded by women.
Malinauskas said the
honors program is an
enri~~ •hat
emphasizes oral and written
presentations and fosters
pointed discussion.

20°;0 off All Prints
1QO/o off Framing
Sale good until the end of
November
Court Square
759-9853

Come See

MAYFLOWER
RESTAURANT
".Serrlirre jtmerican anti Cf..inut Menu·
Hwy. 641 South
759-4819

Friday &
Saturday
Dinner Buffet
$6.95

Wednesday night Mexican
Buffet
$5.95

We[come Parents
'

Nov. &

Professional "In-Store"
Custom Framing
Designer Mats and
Needlework

Holfdaylnn

~r-

4:11p.m.- Keys dropped down elevator shaft in Elizabeth
Hall.
6:20 p.m.- ID card dropped down elevator shaft in
Elizabeth Hall.

e Village

i

'Iraci 1or6es Laure{ Litt{e
13ever{y !}{ic{ey Cnristy Oifortf
Missy ~{eeman 1eri 1nomas
· %len -1st

.... ,...

Nov.S

····~

Summer "0" Counselors

~

1:34 p.m.- Bookbag reported stolen from Winslow.
4:42 p.m.- Ambulance dispatched to Richmond Hall. Stu·
dent irijured h is knee. Treated and released.

..

~

Daily .Lunch Buffet
All you can eat $4.25
Salad Bar & Dessert

Nov. 4

Convocation discusses stereotypes

Summers Optical
i
IL.........
Olympic Plaza
753-7063 I
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

on~ra

blame, or that nothing can be
done there anyway," Palekcic
said. "Some say the whole
issue is too complicated, so it
is better to wait and see what
happens."
He compared the mind set
he once had with that held by
others.
"Before the war in Sarajevo,
I would watch television and
see terrible things happening
and say to myself 'that is
over there'," Palekcic said.
"But now I know war is
possible in Sarajevo and
anywhere."
Palekcic said the biggest
problem cauaed by the war is
whether Yugoslavia would
remain one nation or break
up into separate autonomous
states.
"If Bosnia can be an
effective melting pot where
different people can live
together peacefully, then the
whole world should also be
able to live together," he said.
"If not, the consequences are
long-lasting wars and
instability.
"I think this war must be
stopped for the whole
international community."

POUCEBEAT

·~~~----------------------'

Westwood Wine & Liquors
and
Westwood Warehouse Party Block
for all your
Pre-game & Post-game
Party Supplies

West Wood at the "Y"
P.O. Box292
Paris, TN. 38242

Wines & Liquors
Party Block

(901) 642-7714
(901) 642-7366
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lWho is a typical student?
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! Assistant Campus Ufe Editor

Who is the typical Murray
State University student? If
:ran 1992 breaks down
1anything like fall 1991 (1992
statist ics are still being
compiled), then the average
student is a white nonHispanic female from Kentucky.
The most common classification for this student is
freshman with senior being
the second most common.
The typical student is not a
first time student and attends
•full time. The average class
'load is 15 or 16 hours.
But who is the typical MSU
student?
[ Christy Cummings, a soph' om or e early elementary
educati on
m ajor fr om
Murray, said she does not
thinkite.xista.
"I don't think Murray State
has a typi cal s t udent
compared to the college I came
from ," Cu m mings said . "I
mean they were very typical
because it was a Christian
college and everyone was
pretty much a doughnut, pretty
much a cookie-cutter of

Based on fall1991 figures, the typical Murray State
student is a white female . Here is the breakdown by
race and gender:

1

•

white

CJ black
•

!
:MSU

other

I

44.8%

everybody else."
Cummin gs thinks t h e
diversity is very different
between the two schools.
"Here everybody's so different, everybody is their own
person," she said. "Down
there, it 's like nobody had a
brain, everybody did what
everybody else did. Here
everybody has different views
and differ ent ideas."
Cummings said she sees
some cliques on the campus,
something sh e believ es

detracts from the spirit of
individuality.
"It's kind of like high
school," she said.
Lee Davis, a senior history
major from Atlanta, Ga., said
he thinks one thing that unites
many MSU students is a
similar background.
"I've visited schools in
cities and I think the major
difference is that the majority
of people here are from less
urban areas," Davis said.
"Things kind of happen

slower, not slow as in stupid,
but slow as in more relaxed.
Everybody is not in as big of a
hurry and it 's more friendly.
People don't avoid your eyeij
when you're walking down
the sidewalk."
Davis s aid he sees some
stereotypin g on campus,
something he said he tries to
avoid doing.
"M os t
p e ople
have
stereotypes about art majors,"
h e said. "I think that's the
most glaring one to me . I

Source: ADMISSIONS OFFICE

think most people think they
all dress in black rid have
long hair and don't really
dreu
busi neulike
or
anything and look kind of
hippyish or somethi:rig."
~

D male
•female

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

to me, this is likEs what my
community at home is and the
people are like the people I
know at home,'' she said.
"There's also a college that's
by my hometown and as far as
the students, they're all about ·
the same because there's this
big diverse group."

Leslee Jordan, -$-(j ~r
Spanish major from1IJtrron,
Ill., said she finds MSU
students a lot likeflimP!ft::W.e n Jordan said the most
has grown up with.
stereotyped group on campus
is Greeks because they wear
"I'm from a small town so letters and stay in groups.

Residence hall enrollment BiMJwtNtwF*·~~+mm
-

1'

1

'Of the 7,073 students enrolled in 1991, here's a breakdown of
students who lived in the residence halls

By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

Hall:

cJark . .
.:·

Ft~k1itl

; tiart) :·;· .
Richmond
W~{men)

••
••
•
•
•

..•..

: By ROB HART

Source: ADMISSIONS OFFICE

: Assistant Campus Ufe Editor

! Where to live, off or on
: campus?
t
For many Murray State
: University students, that ques·
: tion translates whether to walk
: or drive to class.
' For Troy Jewell, a middle·
school education major from
Princeton, the only real choice
i was to commute.
~ Jewell works in restaurants
' owned by his parents, has to
live closer to work than to
school, and cannot move closer.
, "With the job and everything
I just can't ," he said.
Jewell said the drive takes
from 50 minutes to an hour,
depending on traffic. His wife,
who is ab~o a student, accom·
panies him.
Jewell bought a new Ford
' Escort to make the trip and to
f4 save money on gas.
~
"It runs about $10 a week,"

t

~

Graphic by HERB BANKS

Jewell said. "But of course and that he could probably get
you've got your upkeep and all by without a car.
that. Right now we're changing
"But then I wouldn't be able
the oil probably once a month
and that's running $20 and to get back to Hopkinsville," he
rotation of the tires and a ll of said.
those things."
Gina Baggett, a j u nio r
Jewell said the size of the car mat h e m atics m ajor from
has made it difficult to service Marion, Ill., said she enjoys liv·
it himself.
ing in Elizabeth Hall because of
the nearness of classes and
"With the new car, I can't get fr iends.
it up on my racks and [ can't
crawl under it, so most of it I
have to have done," he said.
Chri s Ro s e , a JUnior
psychology major from
Hopkinsville, has an apartment
in Murray, but lives close
enough to campus t o walk.
" If it's cold, I'll drive," he
said.
Rose said the biggest hassle
with driving to class is parking,

"I like being around people my friends that I can go see
very quickly instead of having
to drive to see them," Baggett
said.
She said she also feels safe in
the dorms a nd likes not having
to worry about cooking.
" I would stay in the dorm if I
had to or not because of my
fr iends," she said.

Clas s es and teaching
abilities of pr ofessors are
among various criteri a
students use to evaluate
Murray State University.
Lynda Allen , a junior home
e c onomics
and
child
development major from
Princeton, said Murray State
University is "about the best
college to go to in Kentucky."
Allen a t t ended West ern
Kentucky University before
transferring to Murray State.
She said the classes offered
at Murray "are t remendous"
compared to Western.
"I tb.i.nk a lot of that depends
on the quality of the faculty,"
said Kim Dirks, a junior
public relations major from
Waterloo, Iowa.
"A lot of classes would be
better if better faculty were
teaching," Dirks said.
Allen said most professors
at Murray are ezcellent.
"I think they're all educated
very well, and they can teach
it on a level students can
understand," Allen said.
"Most of my professors are
pretty good, but every once in a
while I run into some who are
inefficient," Dirks said.
Richard Barnard, a junior
math maj or from Sturgis,
said the classes and
professors h e has had were
good, but he said students have
a hard time scheduling some
upper level classes because the
class may only be offered

once per semester.
Barnard said offering the
same class more than once in
a semester would be helpful to
upperclassmen.
Several students said they
attended claas every day, and
only missed class because of
personal reaaons or to study
fora test.
Barnard said the hardest
classes he has taken have
been the ones r equired for his
major.
''I'm not say ing general
educatin classes are easy,,"
Barnard said. "Humanities
is by no way easy."
Allen, like other students,
said she does not see the
reason for humanities, and
said it should not be a general
education requirement.
Ronna Gill, a junior
advertising major from
Louisville, said she attends
class every day and would
only skip if she were sick.
"I think on average they're
pretty good," Gill said about
her professors.
Like most students, Gill
prefers classes that are not
straight lecture.
"Part discussion gets
students involved," she said.
She said humanities was the
hardest class she has had
because the professors assume
the students understand philosophy.
Some students prefer part
class discussion and part
lecture classes to straight
lectures.

Linda Woolridge-Hill, a
junior sociology and social
work major ·from Martin,
Tenn., said she considered
her professors' ability to teach
"pretty good." She attends
class every day, and said she
only skipped class if she was
sick.
Hill said she prefers a
combination of discussion
and lecture in her classes.
Like most students who
were interviewed, Hill said
one math teacher she had
assumed students already
knew basic math skills when
they did not.
Allen, like several othe'
students, said humanities
was the hardest course she has
taken at MSU. She said the
reason it was so hard was
because her professor was not
effective.
"He does not seem to enjoy
teaching," Allen said. She
said he would be better as an
honors profe81or rather than
an undergraduate level
professor.
Michael
Cothran,
a
freshman occupational safety
and health major from
Murray, said he attends clasa
every day and would only
skip for personal reasons.
Math has been the hardest
class Cothran has had at
Murray.
"I'm a non-traditional
student," Cothran said. "I
didn't do any challenging
math for five years and when
I came back, it was hard."

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ MSU's biggest fans·
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lsGA,UCB provide fun
I

By J ENNY WOHLLEB

Staff Wnter

Are you constantly in search
of that perfect form of entertainment? Does the thought of
~" : another week on campus make
' you grit your teeth?
~ For many students, finding
things to do with their free time
1 is a challenge.
1. Some ot·ganizations on campus such as the Student
} Government Association and
1 the University Center Board
provide activities, but students
often are either uninterested or
do not know about them.
• Tina Palmintera, a
Photo by MELISSA FARNUM
sophomore agriculture science
major from Pittsburgh, Pa., Brian Mclemore, a junior radio/TV major from Calvert
said she is aware of the ac- City, kicks back with a game of Street Fighter II. The SGA
tivities on campus, but is not in- and UCB offer students many ways to have fun .
volved in many.
"I've gone to the movies on mall. She also likes to go on good on campus," Palmintera
campus a few times," she said. walks with her boyfriend when said. "There are a' lot of things
"Usually I watch TV and study. the weather is nice.
to do."
I spend a lot of time with my
Palmintera :;;aid things arc
Matt Stillwell, a senior math
boyfriend~"
better here than at the last col- major from Booneville, Ind.,
She said she goes to Paducah lege she attended.
snid he does not go to any
to shop and spend time in the
"I think things arc p1·etty campus-sponsored activities,

'I

~y

Fl()r-fit

although he is aware of them.
Stillwell said he would like to
see more concerts on campus.
<~I went to a concert last year
and really enjoyed it," he said.
"I would proba bly go to more if
they had them."
Some students without cars
depend on campus-sponsored
activities for entertainment.
Craig Hobson, a senior
business administration major
from Jackson, Tenn .. does not
have a car, so he tries to find
things to do on campus.
Buddy Lewis, a junior occupational safety and health major
from Union County, said he
does not do things on campus
often.
"I usually do things around
Paducah because my fr iends
are there," Lewis said.
He said he went to the Nolan
Richardson lecture and really
enjoyed it.
''I'd like to go to more things,
but I usually don't have time to
attend most of the activities,"
he said.

Balloon bouquets
and all your floral_needs!
Parents welcome to MSU
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-0932

College life creates new friendships
I

By ANDREA JONES

Dodson and friends recite Ren
and Stimpy cartoo.ns and
cut-up with each other every
day dur ing lunch at The
Stables. They also go to The Big
Apple and parties.

Staff Writer

For many students, college is
the time to make everlasting
friendships. Students turn to
restaurants and campus
organizations to make these
lifelong friends.
Kristen Hornback, a
freshman speech pathology and
child development major from
Murray, met friends through
pledging a sorority. Though her
friendships are new, Hornback
said she hopes they will last. 1
"After graduation when
we've gone our separate ways, I
hope we will keep in touch,"
Hornback said.
Kym Mcintosh, a senior
biology major from Evansville,
found friends through the
various Greek organizations as
well. She and her friends hang
out at the sorority house, go to
parties and go "down south" to
such spots as The Big Apple.

•
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Mcintosh said she hopt.!S to
hold on to her friends, but as
the years of college go by, her
friends do not see each other as
much.
"We've matured a little bit
more," Mcintosh said. "Our
priorities have changed from
wa.nting to party all the time to
deciding what we want to do
with our lives. We don't see
each other as much."
Greek organizations arc not

the only places to meet friends.
Students find friends in many
othe1· aspects of campus life including Minority Stude.nt Affnil'S, Summer Ot-ientation activities and Welcome Week
activities.
Kevin Dodson, a senior occupational safety and health
major from Paducah, has accumulated a crowd of friends
from Summer Orientation
C\'ents and relations with
others.

While few fr iendships laRt as
strongly as this throughout college, most students hope to
keep in touch with their
friends. While together, friends
at MSU target The Big Apple,
Q u estionmarket, ca m pus
movies, parties and other campus activities as places to un·
wind with friends.
Most seem to agree, however,
that it's .not what you're doing,
but who you're doing it with
that counts.

, I Package ~ping
~ t I Self-service copies
~ I Tel~hone messa,ge service
I UPS & USPS shipping
I Stamps) metered Diail
I Rece.Ivm_g & sending FAX
ILammatmg

Join us for our Christmas Open House
Saturday Nov. 14
10 a.m .-5 p.m.
Sunday Nov. 15
11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Look for open house specials

~·
fu I

.

- Sterling & Reproduced Jewelry
-Gourmet Teas & Coffees - Distinctive Gifts

LAC:!~ &-. IVY l T[).

Downtown Murray, on the Court Squa~
· ··. .~

:h.
.; <.H
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,_..
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!Murray £auntfry Center

BelAir Center-S.12th
753-8400 FAX 753-9200

Your complete mail,
. . "- shipping, & ousiness center
~

Four members of this circle of
friends attended the Curris
Center Theatre showing of
Wayne's World. The friends enjoyed headbanging and singing
with the rest of t he crowd.

Bel·Alr Center
S.12th S t .

~-cleaning & Alteration.
Monday·S.1tutday 7:3011 m.• II.:OO p m ,
Sunday 9 a rn ·II p m

759·257 0
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"We do it all just for you."

one of the most terrible moments
in the history of our country." -
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Kevin Cosbler as Jim Garrison in IFK
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~Gays,
J

lesbians speak out

I

t By JENNY WOHL_L_EB_

~
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Staff Writer

~ A good way to explain
!-homophobia is that people
t fear what they do not know or
: understand.
: Murray State University
~ has a large gay and lesbian
: community that has to deal
• with homophobia every day.
Because many of them fear
discrimination, they have to
1
~.remain in the closet about
their homosexuality.
1
Jeff Hyde, a graduate
\ student from Hopkinsville,
said he has been 'out of the
closet' since 1989, although he
is not yet ready for his family
to know.
"I'm not prepared for my
family to know," Hyde said.
"''m from a very religious
background. It's been a
progressive thing, step by step.
'I'm going to wait and tell my
f~y when I am established
in my career."
Hyde said he did not think
his family would cu't themsalves off from him if they
knew.
"With the initial shock, my
fanilly would think they had
done something wrong,"
Hyde said.

l
i

is out of the closet but is
disc r e e t
about
her
homosexuality
at
the
r
equest
' 'The gay comof her parents.
munity here is a
"If someone asked me if I
broad spectrum
was, I wouldn't deny it,"
Mindy said. "I would like to
and you shouldn't
be more open but my parents
stereotype."
Would prefer that I not be."
-Jeff Hyde
Mindy has n ever b een
attacked per sonally but sh e
does h e ar
many rude
Hyde is the president of comments a b ou t homoAlt ernative Voice, an orga n- sexuals .
ization on campus for gays
''Most comments are made
and lesbians.
ou t of fear," Mindy said .
"As a whole, the gay "They are still trying t o shove
community in Murray is very everybody who is out back in
opp r ess ed ," Hyde said. the closet."
"There is a lot of fighting and
Mindy is also a member of
bickering among ourselves Alte rnative Voice and is
about what we need to do.''
working to reduce levels of
Hyde said he heard Murray homophobia on campus.
is lOth in the nation per capita
"This year we are working
of homosexuals and t he on community service and
campus is 12th.
becoming a m ore social
"I heard that Murray was grou p," Mindy said.
one of the largest gay
Mindy said som e of the
commu nities in the country," h omophobia on ca mpus is
Hyd e s aid. "The ga y coming from gays wh o are
community here is a broad still in the closet.
spectrum and you shouldn't
"I think t her e a lot more
stereotype."
people on campus who are gay
Mindy*, a Murray State but are afraid to come out,"
student wh o lives on campus , Mindy said.

"People who are gay are just
lik e anyone else," Mindy
said. "It is a misconception
that we Choose to be this way,
like it's a preference. It is
inherent. I would estimate
that 95 to 98 percent try to go
straight, but it doesn't work
that way."
Tom*, a non-traditional
student who lives on campus,
is out of the closet, but very
selective with who he tells
about his orientation.
"My friends know, but
nobody else on campu s
knows," Tom said. "The
people I care about know, and
that is what is important to
me. I don't hide it, but I don't
flaunt it either. I don't think it
is important for someone I'm
going to be in class with for
one semester to know."
Tom said when he told his
parents, they had already
guessed it.

"I thought that they would hit
the roof, but they didn't ," Tom
said. "They just said to be
careful of AIDS and that's
about it."

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

DECISION 1 01
Adam Mathis, a junior occupational safety and health major
from Gilbertsville, plans his schedule for Spring, 1993.

* names have been changed

!Students say Murray State 'about the best' to attend
!By PAMELA R. DIXON

. ~--------------------1
Staff Writer

I

Imagine you had three wishes
: t o change your college life.
IWhat would you wish for?
' Kelly Webb, a freshman art
major fro m Shelbyville, said a
' better cafeteria service is need: ed at Murray Stnte University.
t "1 think t hat we should h ave
I more restaurants to use with
' our meal card," Webb said.
"The cafeter ia doesn't offer
much variety in foods."
Webb said changes in dorm
fife would interest her.
L
I ' "I t hink we should be allowed

I

to have pets in the dorms," she
said.
Lorna Hon, a junior business
a dministration major from
Bangladesh, said Murray needs
a p1ace for students to go on the
weekends.
"Some students don't have
cars to get around," Hon said.
''I think a dance club would be
a good idea for students.
Students wouldn't have to
travel to Paducah.''
Catherine Linnemann, a
senior h istory major fr om
Metropolis, nL, said mixers for
freshmen would be a good idea.

Ir.~N ~ou;,__E-·,.--~~~
II "
1

SUNDAY, NOV. ts, noon.-5 p .m.
Enjoy sample taste treats, while you feast your
eyes on our Christmas trees, wreaths, garlands,
·•
ornaments, beautiful collectibles &: gifts.
• Register for door prize
lay-a-ways welcome
.. Look for in-store specials

'1i

I

Rrs: Monday·Thursdtay 10 ta.m.-5 p.m.
Fridtay 10 ta.m.-6 p.m. Stahlrdtay 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

I~ . ~!'!!~·~~!~!~~ i

"A lot of freshmen and
transfer students don't know
anyone when they arrive in
Murray," Linnemann said. "To
help students adjust to their
professors, there should be a
picnic to introduce students to
the faculty."
"A lot of students don't know
what to expect," Linnemann
said. "It can be a terrifying
time for freshman."
Linnemann said a dance club
would give students a place to
go for fun.
"Just because there is a dance

club doesn't mean you have to said poor publicity affects stuserve a lcohol," she said.
dent turnout.
"The student activity fee
"Unless you spend a lot of
needs to be scaled down to $25. time in the Curris Certter~ you
A lot of students don't have really can't find out bo)lt
time to go to home games. I events on campus," Belcher
think that students who go to said.
111~M
sporting events could purchase
.
.
·
~
~~
Transportaiwn lS a so a~· b~~tg
tickets at discount. prices. This
wouldn ' t effect th e other problem for Murray State
students, she said.
students."
" Students would like to
Faria Nimm o, · a junior
fashion major from Calvert Ci- follow school events like ball
ty, said there should be more games," Belcher said. "If there
was a pep bus to provide
activities for non·Greeks.
Carissa Belcher, a freshman students with transportation to
biolOb"Y major ft·om Murray, bther places, school support

I! <

In addition to sporting events,
the buses could be used for
other activities.
"Transportation to Playhouse
in the Park would also help
"those who want to see produc·
tiona,'' Linnemann said.
Marcus Baker, a junior
chemistry major from
Elizabethtown, ill., said when
students are taught differently
in their lower level classes,
they are not sufficiently
prepared for their upper level
1
courses.

Factory Discount Shoes
759·9419
LOCATED ))()WNT()WN ON THE SQUARE

Men's Western Wear
Justin - exotic sktns
$154.95
Justin - leather
$94.95
Dingo
$59.95 &: $94.95

assortment of boots
west~m shirts

$44.95
$29.95

~

I

would be better."

would like to sa:·thank you
to our parents for all of
their love and support

~n
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14
DEUCIOUSLY FUNNY.
RO!\tANTIC, WONDERFULLY
FRESH AND
BEAUFIFULLY ACTED.

I~

•fried Grtfll To-Mt' Mill an')' )our
heu-t aw., and Ita,,. you With a
wo•derfull)o"·~

•

Thanks to everyone
that made

Rockathon
a huge success.
Congratulations to
<I>MA- Overall Winner
LTI - Spirit
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Only $1 with M"SU ID and a canned
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CAft
This Saturd ay . Featuring

fAKE N0, f,JiiSDNERS
1

OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:30 A .M.
Serving Mexican Food Fron1 11:30 a.m.-9:30p.m.
Deli Sandwiches From 11:30 a.m. -11:30 p.m.
Call-In Orders & Carry Out Available
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Co-eds drawn to
Greek activities
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

Photo by MEUSSA FARNUM

Toni Starks, a sophomore office systems major from Hopkinsville, and Sean Walker, a sophomore
marketing ma)or from Louisville, take advantage of a warm afternoon to talk In the mall. The
minority student affairs office helps African-American students adjust to a predominately white
campus.

Reversal yields knowledge
ByJ.M . LAN~~N
_________

Reporter

Imagine that you are a white

student who has just arrived
as a freshman at a
historically black college.
Almost all the students are
black and ·so are most of the
staff and faculty. Most eocial
clubs are organized around
black-cultural activities and
student offices are all held by
black students.
This reversal of roles might
just give you a look into the
position of a new black
student entering Murray State
University.
"If you don't see anyone of
your kind, you're kind of
uneasy," said Doris Clark,
coordinator of minority
student affairs. "A lot of
people don't understand
unless they're placed into that
situation. Many white
students have never been in a

predominantly
black
situation; they've never had
the reversal."
Clark said her goal is to
help the new minority
students overcome 1 their
initial anxieties and to
increase
cultural
understanding among all
students.
"I try to integrate them into
the mainstream of the
university," she said. "I try to
get minority participation in
organizations that normally
have white students who hold
positions, because I feel if they
beco~ a •part of the system,
then they'll stay here at the
university. They'll be happier
here."

The minority affairs office
has set up a mentor program
that helps new minority
students adapt to MBU. It ~
the' students with a faculty
member or graduate student.

The mentor serves as a guide

and counselor.
Clark said she realizes that
overcoming racial problems
will take time. Though there
baa been an honest effort to
improve the conditions for
minority students on campus,
she said it ia going to take a
commitment from the University.
Clark said a long-term,
consistent effort is necessary.
"Some things have been
done, but more needs to be
done," she said.
There are traces of racism
on campus, Clark said, but
they are not usually overt.
Moat are undertones or
imbedded in attitudes.
Most racial attitudes are
defined during a person's
childhood, lhe said. She said
she believes when black and
white students get together to
try to understand each other,
these prejudices be~ to fade.

When walking around
campus, atudenta wearing
clothi.Dg with Greek letters
can be seen.
According to Jennifer
Young, Greek adviser, 16.4
percent of Murray State
University's students were
involved in sororities and
fraternities last semester.
What i.e it about Greek life
that draws ao many studenta
to these aocia1 organisations?
Stephanie Luah, a senior
journalism major from
Elizabethtown and president
of Alpha Delta Pi sorority,
said she felt she was misaing
out on an important part of
college life before ahe became
involved in a sorority.
"For a lot of people who are
from Florida, New York and
far away, it's a chance to have
a home away from home,"
Lush laid. "It gives security,
and there's always somebody
to do aomething with."
Luah said ruah week is a
good opportunity to meet people
and there are advantages to
both waiting a semester to
pledge and making a
dec:iaion to join immediately
after rush.
She said if you wait to make
your commitment, you have
the entire semester to check
out all sororities and
fraternities to see which one is
right for you.
On the other hand, if you
jump in and get involved, you
begin meeting more people
immediately.
Holly
McDaniel,
a
sophomore political science
maJor from Mt. Vemon, Ind.,
aa:id she became involved in
Alpha Gamma Delta aororiw
in order to get to know more
people.

Omega Psi Phi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Chi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi
Sigma Tau Gamma
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Alpha Gamma Rho
Alphi Phi Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Sigma Phi
Kappa Alpha Order
Kappa Alpha Psi
Lambda Chi Alpha

Sororities
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha

Alpha Sigma Alpha .
Delta Sigma Theta
Sigma Sigma 'Sigma
T.heta Chi Delta

Delta Pi
Gamma Delta
Kappa Alpha
Omicron Pi

Source: UNDERGRADUATE BULLETIN

"It's a good way to meet
people, especially if you'r e
shy,"
McDaniel
said.
"There's nothing here for ua,
and if you join a sorority,
you've got friends for a
lifetime."
Jared Ordway, a senior
biology maJor from Marion,
said he became involved with
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
because he knew it would be a
good way to meet a lot more
people.
"In fraternities, there are a
variety of people; it's not just
all one type," Ordway said.
"Anything you need help with
or have a question about, there
ia always someone who
knowa."
Ordway recommends students go through rush to decide

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY '
•

whether Greek life ia for
them.
"First of all, make a
decision if it is right for
them," Ordway said. "I don't ~
think being Greek is for ; :
everyone."
•
He said getting involved
during rush is the way to r!
determine in which fraternity -.
or sorority a student would fit.
Amy Nesbitt, a sophomore
political science major from i
Murray, said she went ':
through rush her first .. "
semester and decided that
Sigma Sigma Sigma was the ,,
sorority to which she wanted to
belong.
'
Although she is a native of ... :
Murray. Neabitt said she
joined to make new friends
and meet new people.
""
~·

OPEN HOUSE

1 p.m.- 5 p.m.
Sunday. Nov. 15

MURRAY STATE

The 'Ireasure House of
Gifts
-SPECIALSREFRESHMENTS
Buy, Sell, Trade
6'16 S. 4th St.
753-2744
- Baaeball <:arda
-Basketball .::a.rds
- Football <:ards
-Ho.::key <:ards
- Non-sports <:arda
- pri<:e guides - gift <:ertiftc::.;atea
-30 day lay a"W'ay - supplies
OPENa
MONDAY,T'UESDAY,THURSDAY:b30 p rn -7
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Lunch

Dinner

All -you -can- eat

Sunday-Thursday
4:30 p.m.·9 p.m .
Frlday·Saturday
4:30 p .m.· lO p.m .

daily lunch buffet
& lunch special
11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

All DIDaer Entree. eome with Bot.MJour Soup
or JrC1 Drop Soup with ualrfl Roll
Limited Time Only II

PueD.ta. take JOIII' IOD or dagpta oat for Chtnae ton•&bt

~

Olympic Plua

[) ~'1::-w--e-a-=B::IT=E:-1

out of the
(Ompetition
Advertise In

.... f4.{pha Sigma f4.{p
Would like to welcome everyone's

NOW AVAIIJABIE

'parents & Familie

You can now use your
Declining Balance Mealcard

McDOhald's

*Bacon Double Cheeseburger $1.89

··welcome Pa,rents••

We appreciate you!
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Language club for all
By JANICE FULPS
Staff Writer

Americans have traditionally
had a reputation of being
ethnocentricists and cultural
imperialists. Murray State
University's foreign language
club is trying to break away
from that less·than-flattering
reputation by sponsoring
events that focus on the
cultures of other countries.
Meg Brown, a faculty sponsor
of the foriegn language club,
and professor of German and
Spanish, said the club offers a
different appeal for students.
"The club has a strong international component, · acquain·
ting students with cultures
other than their own," Brown
said.
Some of the cultures students
can learn about are the
Spanish·speaking cultures,
German-speaking cultures and
French·speaking cultures.
Julia Maddox, president of
the foreign language club, said
the club has several functions
each semester.
"We start out with the
Fiesta," • Maddox said. "We
make pinatas, have tacos on the
grill and ·listen to Spanish
music."
Maddox said the club tries to
make its events as culturally
authentic as possible.

' 'I like to think of
it more as a
foreign culture
club because
language ability
isn't required. ''
-Julia Maddox

''MSU is very lucky in that
we have a wide variety of inter·
national students from all over
the world who always like to
contribute their knowledge to
the foreign language club.''
Maddox said. "For instance, at
the Fiesta, we had a lady from
Cuba who cooked an authentic
dish."
Other events sponsored by
the foreign language club include the German Oktoberfest
and the French soiree. Those
events also focus on the music.
food and customs of other
countries.
The French soiree takes place
during the spring semester.
Maddox and Brown both said
there is talk of having a new
Oriental event in the spring.
Brown said the club has been
very successful in its purpose of
providing an opportunity to

learn ' about internat iona l
cultures.
"For a non·Greek club, it is
very active and more and more
visible," Brown said.
Brown said the only problem ,
the club faces is that people
think they have to be able to
speak a foreign language to
come to the events.
''The events are in English,"
Bro·wn said. " We don't want to
alienate people."
In fact, no foreign language
skills are necessary to be a
member of the club.
"I like to think of it more as a
foreign culture club because
language ability isn't re·
quired," Maddox said. "You
Photo by MEUSSA FARNUM
just have to be a matriculated
student."
Maddox said study of a
foreign language is encouraged
C. Sh11wn Slmpaon, a seni~r political science major from South Fulton, Tenn ., Jack R.
though and can be an asset to
Breunig, a senior physical education major from Evansville, Ind., and Lance Pierce, a junior
the club.
organizational communication major from Paris, relax and chat beneath the fig trees In the
"I've had a wonderful ex·
rocking chair lounge of the Currls Center.
perience in getting to know people who study the different
languages," she said. "I'm a
elsewhere. We look for those skills from their jobs.
Spanish major, but I've gotten
pe ople with good com "You g et really" good
to know other students who
munication skills and a high experience as far as working
study French, German,
level of maturity.
with oth er people," said ,
· Japanese and Chinese. That's
Rachel
Morrisette, Springer
"We
may
look
for
been really useful to me. I may
Hall
director
and a graduate
skills
in
lieu
of
leadership
never study those languages
pri or
resid ence
hall student in h uman services
but I may learn something
about the cultures from them.
experience," Blackburn said . from Paducah. nYou get I
That's a nice experience to have By REV CRAIG
supervisory experience be- ·
"But actually we prefer both."
had."
Reporter
cause you are supervising
Selected h all directors anywhere from 10 resident
Imagine dorm life without
attend
a training session in ,a dvisers, four to five desk
co-ed twister or hall jeopardy.
the
summer
where t h ey workers and some security
Luckily, residents are not
receive
instructions
from the gu ard s."
deprived of such luxuries
housing
staff
and
returning
because hall directors see to it
RAs and program advisers
hall direct ors . Tra ini n g
they are not.
form
part of the team
social organizat ions because
Hall directors oversee the averages from six to 10 hours overseeing programs. They
he is a first semester fre sh- programs in which residents a day.
o~.ism~1u commend h all
director s
man.
participate. Their respon'We learn about such iaaues highly on their prorange
from as d i ver s ity, s ecul!i t y, •i fessionalism.
However, h e is a member of sibilities
·
the pre-med club and the supervising resident advisers guidance , disci plin el ~Wnd•<vf "Amber (White Hall directo dealing with discipline administrative duties," said tor) is very much in touch with
hon ors program.
However, Watkins said h e problems. Not everyone is Brian Lasater , a graduate residents and knows how it
plans to participate in social qtUilified to meet the demands student and Hart II h all feels to be a resident," said •
of such a job.
organizations in the future.
director from St. Joseph, m.
Robin Brown, White Hall RA.
U n like Watkin s
a nd
and
a
pu b lic
"In general we look for
Hall directors also help rel at ions/elementary eduHiggins, Melanie Korte, a graduate students," said Dave
j u J?:ior ... accounting, ,PJ.ajor Bl~, 81fSiet~t director during summer orientation catiOJ! ma~.o~ fr!l~.': Jtrov; :
from Belknap Ill., is a of housi:q\ "We want people by organizing activities.
idence. "She haS' be~fil"iriore ·
mem~r of Sigma Sigma who have been RAs or have
Hall directors a cquire
than willing to help &gJwith
Sigma social sorority.
worked for housing programs management and diplomatic
choosing programs."

MADE IN THE SHADE

Residents
look to hall
directors

Clubs abound at MSU
By MICHELLE LONGWORTH
Reporter

Cl ubs and organ izations
play flU .important role in
filling up student life at
Murray State University.
J enni fe r
You ng,
coordinator
of
student
organizations, said there are
abou t 150 clubs and organization s.
I~
.!'J.~
.
Lon H iggins, a f'resliinan
English
m a j or
fr o m
Owensboro, said sh e is not

involved with any organiza tion.
"lt's not because I don't
want to be," Higgins said.
Higgins said she th ought
she would be transferring and
decided not to become involved .
Another reason she did not
j oin any organizations was
because sh e wanted t o get
settled into college life.
•
ld•ll
Carl Watltins, a fres~an
pre-med major from Benton ,
also is not involved with any

Housing "Of The Month" Awards for October
ONS

I
Rosyln White (Hester Hall) Tad Mott·(Hart Hallll)
~ RAs of The Month

Programs:
fuliritual- Tad Mott
~motional- Robin Middleton
0CC!IJJ&tional- Step~anie Oberst
Intelfectual- Danieiie Leonard

Physical- Jason Simdon
Social- Rosyln White
Alternate •Christy Powell
Spiritual (September) -Amy Kaufman

with choice of any 3 items
• extra cheese not considered an item

WELCOMEP
UNIVERSI1Y STORE

9 a.m. - 1 p .m.

2nd Floor Curr1s Center
Come by and see out great
Christmas Gifts! .
Mom & Dad Sweatshirts
and souvenir items available!

Call Victor's
WE DELIVER OR PICKUP

753-7'715
Monday - Saturday

11 a.m . - 9 p.m.
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Budget tops Regents'agenda
By KRISTIE HELMS
Editor In Chief

An update on state revenues
and their impact on the
Murray State University
budget will likely top the
agenda at a meeting of the
:~ Board of Regents Saturday at ·
" .. 9 a.m. in the board room of
Wells Hall.
Other fiscal matters on the
agenda include discussion of
,.

_ ..
.. :
.. ; . ..

TUITION

parking fees, a health care
update and approval of the
University' s investment
policies.

Other items on the agenda
include:
• Adoption of the revised
faculty handbook.

The Board will also discuss
a historical review of faculty
and
staff
full·time
equivalencies and hear an
update on fund·raising
activities for the Regional
Speci81 Events Center.

• Revisions to the Personnel
Policies and Procedures
Manual.
• Report from the President's
Legislative Coordinating
Group.
• Appointments to the

..

:!!~~~~ ~~,,
~

Come to the Christmas Open House

[~

Sunday, Nov.lS, 1 p.m.·S p.m. at

'If

Jane's Ylttic

University Appeals Board.
• Affirmative Action Office
changes.
•
Recommending
the ~
appointment of a service ~~
veterinarian at the Breathitt
Veterinary Center.

for unique gift ideas

~
\

~

/~

7~2

on Court Squve

~~:

llfN-~t~~~ ... ~~~\

•
Recommending
th e
appointment of an interim
director of Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.

CENTER

Tuition Outlook

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

$700 to $750 per semester for
in-state undergraduates.
The second proposal is for
increases .r anging from $60 to
$180 per semester. This plan
would raise approximately
$37 million for higher
education.
"It would create a
marketplace tuition charge,"
he said. "This would bring
MSU's tuition charge in line
with other benchmark
universities such as several
OVC
(Ohio
Valley
Conference) schools."
Although Murray State is
supporting a possible increase
in tuition over what had

The follovving are the Counci, on Higher Ec;tucation's
proposals for 1993·94 tuition per semester' for fuli
time.unc;tergraduate students.
·~

Proposal1

Proposal2

community colleges .. $420

community ~colleges

.

• $420 .:
regional universities - $830
doCtoral universities- $1,060

regional universities· $750

doctoral universities • $980
Source: ASSOCIATED PRESS

already been set by the
council, the University does
not have plans to raise fees,
Booth said.
"We at Murray State
University are opposed to
increasing student fees," he
said. ''However, the reality of

the world we live in dictates
that we need to look at
tuition."
A decision to either raise
tuition or leave it at the
previously set levels should be
made sometime early next
semester, Booth said.

people for events such as ball
games and will seat 9,000
people for concerts which is
the students' main concern
for the facility."
"The center will be so big an
18-wheeler will be able to
drive into the building for
setting up, events," Eldridge
said.
Eldridge hopes that all
alumni wil1 help with the
funding of the events center.
To make a contribution to
the center, phone Eldridge at
753-2579, Wilson Gantt, cochairman at 753-4500 or
Derrick Flowers, an assistant
in the Office of Development
and Alumni Affairs.

.-£adl£5. 'JUu. dfppa.'td
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University Square
The plan also showed a
$24,600 reduction in athletics
and a $23,600 reduction in
Continued from Page 1
auxil,ries such as food
contingency plan, the, service.& and housing.
president's office set aside
Breathitt Veternary Center
$88,000, or 6.5 percent, of the in Hopkinsville took a 4
total
reductions.
The ~ r*'cenflcut totalling $86,800,
academic affairs area set Kassing said.
If the cuts become reality,
aside $533,000, or 39.4 percent.
Student affairs set aside the center will be unable to buy
$103,400 for a 7.6 percent equipment, Kassing said.
reduction, and University
''It's going to back them up
relations and administrative on equipment purchases," he
services area set aside said.
$537,600, or 39.7 percent,
In the academics area,
reduction.
Booth asked deans from each
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Bel-Air Shopping
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Store Hours:
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college to submit budget presenting a paper at a
then
the
proposals and include conference,
cutbacks. He said he asked University believes that it is
the deans to give up 1.9 percent essential travel.
of the college's budget.
Possible budget reductions
"Yes, t;pere are differences
would
have a m~or impact on
between colleges," Booth said.
many
University
programs .
"You can't cut 1.9 percent
across the departments."
Some student employment
Booth said t he budget will be reviewed and some
contingency plan tried to keep positions could be eliminated,
down the amount that the Robertson said.
academic affairs area was
The Counseling and
cut. The cutbacks also extend
Testing
Center may also lose
to tx'avel and expenditures in
m
•billty
to provide some
the academic a1fairl area.
counseling
services.
Booth said if a professor is

Howard WolfTnmk Show
$200 outfit to be given away
Saturday, Nov. 14!
Refreshments and Doorprizes

Some Fall & Winter selections·

~

-500/o

OFF

I*

You 'r£ Invited ._, .
:J[ofiday Op en Hou.s ·

--~'
SundaY, Nov. 15

'J{g,w !Jlong ~ng
!R.f,staurant

1 p.m.- 5 p.m.

Welcome Parents and Students
L uncliton Special
!Monclay - 7"rUfay 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$2.95

r~ts

ta Mu

I I

REFJUISHMENTS/
s~fto~
Preview the best in holiday gift c~,
and home decorative accessories

Open 7 days a week
11 a.m.- 9:30p.m.
4:30p.m.- 9:30 p.m.

Sunday- Friday
Saturday

for Cany-Outs
Call 753·4488

The Delta omega Chapter
Of
Alpha Omicron Pi
welcomes their
.Chapter consultant
!Jvfary 0

e

'!~Qjan

State

"CHICAGO STYLE FOOD"
MEXICAN BEAN ROLLS.
GYROS, BARBECUE PlATE .
ITALIAN BEEF, CIDCAGO DOGS.
HOMEMADE DESSERTS. AND PIES
Stop in for a bite before the movie II

10010 discount for parents 8r: stude nts
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Film thrives on controversy
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and

Entertainment Ecltor

Spike Lee's epic film Malcolm X hits theatere Wednesday, but the movie has been creating controversy for years.
The film's first bit of controversy came during its initial stages. Lee had to choose between five scripts. ~ o~ he
ended up with, written by James Baldwin and Amol~ Perl, was over 20 rears old..Black leaders ~~ the ~tion mvolved
th~mselves in a dispute over the accuracy of the scnpt. Many felt that, if taken directly from the onginal scnpt, the film
would distort the life of Malcolm X by not fully explaining his split with the Nation of Islam and its leader ~~ah
Muhammad. Lee was warned by Louis Farrakhan, the current leader of the Nation of Islam, to be careful CODCel'IllDi
his portrayal of Muhammed.
The most glaring problem the film faced was a monetary one. Lee asked for $33 million to make the
film Warner Brothers offered a budget of$20 million. Lee raised another $8.5 million from the sale ofthe
fthn's foreign rights. When the production ran over budget. by $5 millio~, the Comp~e~n Bo~d Co.,
which assuined control of the film, shut down the production. Lee contributed $2 million of his $3
million aa.lary and then relied upon contributions by Bill Cosby, Magic Johnson, Michael Jordan,
Prince, Oprah Winfrey and others to raise the remaining capital to comp~ete the ~g. .
Lee fought with Warner Bros. almost corurtantly. When the studio asked him to trim
the film's length from over three hours to two hours and 15 minutes, Lee insin~ted that
the studio was racist. He also cried foul when he was asked to remove a burning flag
from the opening credits. Lee was later sued by George Holliday for the supposed
illegal use of his videotape of the Rodney King beating in the film.
•
. •
Studio executives and theater owners have expressed concern over the
potential of violence. Lee has said since fights broke out following
showings of Boy~ N the Hood, theater owners worry about riots
whenever a "black movie" is released.
•That's bullshit," Lee told U. The National College
COMMENTARY
I
MCJ8ozine.
•Anytime you get more than two black people
;till
'
on the corner it's a POtential riot."
Never one to shy away from controversy, Lee
DR. TERRY
created another stir a few weeks ago by
DR. STEVEN H.
recommending that all blac:b take the day off
FOREMAN
JONES
from work or school to go see his movie
Guest
Guest
when it opens. He argued that blacks
Commentaty
Commentary
could learn more about their
culture in three hours watching
•
the film than they ever could
: The controversy over Spike Lee's film and the
in school. Since then, he
When he was alive, many thought him a black
omnipte~ce of its peripherals - hats and shirts, etc. racist; others a religioUJ fanatic or a dangerous
:f:eminds us that, in death as in life, Malcolm X has been a
Please see FILM
demagogue who threatened the racial status quo. Yet, a
power, a charismatic force that many have wanted to
Page 18A
small group did claim him as their "black !hining prince."
exploit.
Most would agree that now he is an icon: larger than life with
• Fo.r ~ ho " dt..
u. lm X is often as Lee t'ortrayed him
his pensive, threatening face staring from a T-shirt, or his X
i'i-t Do the Jtlght T1 t' t African-American who refuses to
symbol emblazoned on caps and billboards advertising the Spike
Lee movie.
:
"
"·. •nr•
~ y l ;te pp
1or- lft •n..d
U1 a compulimg ... ~" ,~
1tu 1~ 11rtin Luther Kmg, Jr., the nonIt is important to place Malcolm X in proper historical perspective.
Violent, bOth victims of as~ri.Ssinations.
For instance, when he started hls political career as a Black Muslim in
tl. arly 1950s, I was a young child spending wy summer vacations in
: ~ ..tn 1.
._ih::u,
• • • 0 J, ~lul •.:Ou h 18 lc.. ~ U1an he was in lllt:.
Mayfield.
I and other black Americans had to sit in the balcony at one
His few trusted friends at the end - among them the actor Ossie Davia,
theater
and
were barred from the other altogether. I also remember having
who delivered his eulogy and is a long-time Lee associate - and his widow.
to
sit
on
the
back
seat of the Greyhound bus as I traveled from Mayfield to
Betty Shabazz, say this man of intense commitments was an unfinished
my hometown of Pontiac, Mich., to mention a few examples of legalized racial
R,l'Oject.
segregation that characterized this period.
; Malcolm was not the force Martin was - in the black community or in the larger
The legacy of Malcolm X is a controversial issue; I would encourage students to
world. I was in Manhattan on Morningside Heights just west of Harlem wh4tn
uamine my idiU in lijilit of'the two original sources on the topic. These books are
Malcolm X was assassinated that cold February of 1966. Harlem civic leaders kept
The Autobiography ofMalcolm X: As Told to Alex Haley and Malcolm X Speaks.
the local reaction orderly In any case, what to think of Malcolm had become a problem.
The legacy of Malcolm. X for African-Americans is multifaceted.
First, Malcolm X provided a single voice that expressed the reality that racism
In 1964 he had blurred his image and polarized segments of the African-American
was part of the American social and political fabric and significantly affected
Community by breaking with the Nation of Islam and Elijah Muhammad on his
African-Americans and other people of color. While this was not an unknown fact,
return from the haii. Malcolm had discovered in Mecca that Islam is not a racist
it was never expressed in such clear, unvarnished terms that were rooted in the
ideology as he had been taught.
everyday black experience. Speaking of the system of violence that historically
Malcolm now believed that "the whites of the younger generation, in the
victimized blacks, and the same pattern he felt was responsible for the death
colleges and universities, will see the handwriting on the wall and many of
of President Kennedy, Malcolm issued his famous statement: "The chickens
them will tum to the spiritual path of truth - the only way left to America
have come home to roost."
to ward off the disaster that racism inevitably must lead to." His
Second, by example, Malcolm X and the nation of Islam
protegee, Louis Fan-akban, was among the Black Muslims who marked
demonstrated that black Americans could build and utilize their own
him as a traitor. Malcolm may have been killed because he refused to
community institutions, rather than always relying upon government
~et himself be defined ~Y others.
handouts.
: As race relations have deteriorated in the Reagan-Bush era and
Third, he started out as a semi-liten&e pimp and convicted felon
Farrakhan has claimed Elijah Muhammad's mantle (and
and evolved into an insightful analyst and elegant national
Chicago mansion), despite the evidence to the contrary, old
spokesman for the Nation of IaJam. In this transition, he
theories about CIA and FBI complicity in Malcolm's death
demonstrates that personal redemption is possible, even for
have been revived.
those who have fallen to the depths of depravity.
While some may find it hard to envision that
: Malcolm X, the militant, has become a model of how to
Malcolm X left a heritage for whites, this line ,of
resist appropriation by a dominant European-American
reasoning is at least worth considering. After years of
cUlture. Efforts to establish a "real Malcolm X" have
relatively quiet protest against American racism,
mtensi.fied. Given the current generation of talented
Malcolm X announced to the nation in hyperbolic
African-American film-makers and the media
speech that black Americans would no longer
elimate, a film biography seems inevitable.
accept a culturally defined inferior status. His
The X-hats and shirts in black and white
famous statement, •Freedom by any means
and African colors proclaim Africannecessary," epitomizes the demand for a new
American pride in memory and celebration
group image. Protest became more
of a very African-American man.
widespread and vociferous in the '60s as
both blacks and whites of good will
Herein lies an irony. It is doubtful
By PATRICIA CASH
demanded change.
that the angry Malcolm of
ViewpOint Edtor
Second, the white community
confrontational racial politics or the
Often the best person to help solve a problem is a person who
recognized that it was better to
aevout El-Ha.ij Malik el-Shabazz
has been in that problem situation. This person would not only
engage in dialogue with
would have sanctioned what has
recognize
that
there
was
a
problem,
but
he
would
also
work
harder
to
moderates such as Dr. Martin
become "the Jl"arketing of
find a solution to it. Malcolm X was just this sort of man.
Luther King than it was to
Malcolm X".
have to negotiate with
Malcolm's life illustrates how sometimes one must sink to the lowest level
~he "real" Malcolm,
Malcolm X or those black
before he can rise again. The three stages of his life showed how three very
through
a ll
hi s
leaders
of similar
different sets of African-Americans live, due to the treatment they received by whites.
incnl nutiOnb, is the
persuasion.
These three stages were identified by the three different names he assumed.
m1 > ly '}lrlVolk! man
One's family and childhood are the sources from which one draws his fust ideas and
who struggled nbov.
Please see LEGACY
impressions. Born Malcolm Little in Omaha, Neb., his family was the victim of a great deal of
a\} to claim title to
Page 18A
fiimsclf: a .l else
violence. At age four, his family's home was burned to the ground by members of the Ku Klux Klan.
would
be
Malcolm's father, a Baptist preacher, was found beaten to death on a streetcar track in Michigan. These
~tavery
events caused his family to eventually split apart.
Jt: u man
Later in life, when he expressed a casual interest in becoming a lawyer, Malcolm's teacher told him to be
)~ings as
realistic and choose a profession more suitable to his race. This incident turned him off to education, causing him
:c$unodto drop out of school in the eighth grade.
•f.jes.
After dropping out, Malcolm moved to Boston to live with his sister. It was here that he began to drink heavily,
smoke marijuana, gamble and steal. Malcolm continued his life of crime until he was caught participating in a burglary ring.
During his stay in prison, M&lcolm became embittered and earned the nickname Satan. Not long after this, his
..
brother introduced him to the Black Muslim teachings of Elijah Muhammed, a religion to which he soon converted.
Malcolm yearned to be able to write Elijah Muhammad and tell him of his admiration and feelings. However, Malcolm
found his communication akills to be so poor that he began a rigorous schedule of reading and writing.
Upon his release from prison, his impressive transformation from an illiterate hustler to a self-educated, powerful
speaker was complete. At this point, he went to work as a spokesman for Elijah Muhammad's movement. During this
period of his life, Malcolm abandoned his surname of Little, for he considered it a slave name, and took the famed X as

Finding
.'the real
Malcolm'

Malcolm
left legacy
for Amer-ica

I
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~
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Malcolm
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his Muslim surname. The
Black Muslims stressed
nonviolence publicly, thus,
Mal col m's more violent
nature was a cause for
concern
among
the
•• organization's top officials.
This led to his being ousted
from the religion soon after
President
Kennedy's
assassination.
After a pilgrimage to
Mecca, he adopted what he
called true Islam. He realized
that the Black Muslims had
been just as racist as the
whites against whom they
campaigned. During this
time he assumed his fmal
name, El-Hajj Malik ElShabazz.
Malcolm offered his own
solutions to the race problem
in America. While leaders
such as King fought
vehemently for integration,
Malcolm did not believe it
would work. He felt the
integration of races would
lead to the "disintegration of
both. races." He went on to say
that integration had failed in
the U.S. and had only caused
it to become more segregated.
According to a Newsweek
article from March 23, 1964,
Malcolm was a ''fiery, spellbinding and undeniably
charismatic leader who
backed separation, economic
self-sufficiency, moral selfimprovement
and,
ultimately, an exodus back to
their
own
African
homeland."
Malcolm's life was cut short
when he was assassinated in
1965 in New York's Audubon
Ballroom by three Black
Muslims to the horror of an
onlooking audience. Like
many historical figures who
were aasassinated, Malcolm
still has many admirers, as
can be seen in the sudden
resurgence of interest in his
teachings.

has come under fire from·
journalists, teachers and
parents from around the
country for putting his box

office receipts above the
education of children.
If Lee seems nervous in
recent interviews, he has the
right. Not only has he never
before worked on a film with
this big a budget (his previous
high was $14 million for
Jungle Fever), he needs this

movie to be a hit. His first five
movies- Fever, She's Gotta
Have It, School Dau, Do the
Right Thing and Mo' Better
Blues - made less than $100
million combined. Add to this
the fact that Lee hasn't been
the same since a car with a
brick tied to the accelerator
crashed into the location the

production used in Harlem.
And now the final ironic note
on a film that h as thrived on
controversy. It seems that the
Indiana company that owns
the rights to the clothing that
bears the Malcolm X face and
l ogo is a sub sidiary of a
company owned by a white
man from South Africa.

LEGACY
Continued from Page 15A

And third, some groups in
the white community came to
realize that the respect and
basic rights that Malcolm X
demanded was morally
justified and politically
possible.
Based on the reactions in
my IDC 102 and Black
Experien~e classes, I am
convinced that white students
can critically evaluate and
benefit from the kind of
material just mentioned.
The life and views of
Malcolm X are important to
all Americans; they represent
a warning that our nation
may never live up to the ideal
image of itself as long as
various minorities are
prevented
fro m
fu lly
participating in the American
dream .
Racism is a national
pro)>lem, and given the
dwindling
economic
resources in this country, we
can no longer afford to
continue to waste h u man
capital through the practice of
institutional insensitivity.
Witness the lack of
substantive discussion on the
issues of race and urban
problems in the recent
presidential elections.
The probability that aehes
from future L.A.'s will
darken all ,our futures is very
real.

~
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Controversy has long been a
marketing ploy used by .L ee.
He told Premiere magazin e
that he sees himselfjust below
Madonna in marketing savvy.
He now must hope he has
enough savvy to keep from
being known ae the man
whose movie failed t o do
justice to Malcolm X.
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SPORTS
A Flag Football Frenzy
Sig Eps get first win in final
By JEFF DREWS
Reporter

The Below-.500 flag football
''We just wanted
championship featured two
to prove we could
teams who were winless during
the regular season.
play."
The Knights and Sig Eps each
-Gary Bloyd
finished 0-8 during the regular season, but both managed to
string together enough wins to
get them into the championship
The Knights scored next,
game.
driving 45 yards to cut the Sig
But with quarterback Gary Eps lead to 12-6, but then Bloyd
Bloyd leading the way, the Sig ran 10 yards for another
Eps put on an offensive show touchdown.
and bludgeoned the Knights,
With the score 19·6, Bloyd
39-14.
str
uck again, intercepting a
The Sig Eps opened up the
game with a 25-yard pass by Knight pass and returning it 10
Bloyd to the Knights 5. Bloyd yards for another touchdown,
then hit Chad Nunnery for the making the score 26-6 at
halftime.
touchdown.
The Knights were forced to
The second half was almost
punt on their first two drives,
identical
to the first.
and the Sig Eps continued to
The Sig Eps opened up by
put points on the board. Bloyd
rushed for a one-yard driving 38 yards to set up a
touchdown to make the score three-yard touchdown pass.
With the Sig Eps threatening
12·0.

to score again, the Knights intercepted a Bloyd pass at midfield, and scored on the next
play on a 30-yard pass, making
the score 33-14 in favor of the
Sig Eps.
Bloyd ended the game by intercepting his second pass of
the day and returning it 14
yards for a touchdown.

"I was just sitting there
waiting for them because the
passes were all telegraphed,''
said Bloyd, a junior computer
information services major
from Russell Springs.
The game was then declared
over because of the slaughter
rule.
"We just wanted to prove we
could play," Bloyd said. "The
team finally relaxed after the
second touchdown."
"We came out to have some
fun," said Nunnery, a junior oc·
cupational safety and health
major from Gleason, Tenn.

The Jukes, Alan Rayburn , could not avoid the Lambda Chi Alpha onslaught.

Relentless lives up ·to name,
Chops continue to dominate football ends season undefeated
By JEFF DREWS
Reporter

The Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity added
to its streak of wins against Murray State flag
football teams Tuesday night in the Above-.500
championship.
On a rainy Tuesday night, the Chops crushed
the Jukes with a variety of plays. Deep pa::;ses
over the middle, pitch·and-runs along the
sideline and quarterback draws allowed the
Lambda Chia to move the ball at wilL The Chopa
were able to score three times in eight plays.
The Jukes scored first. Allen Rayburn, the
Jukes' quarterback, led a nine·play drive for 42
yards to take an early 6·0 lead.
Lambda Chi immediately responded by covering 40 yards in three plays to tie the game at 6-6.
Defensively, the Chops became stingy. They intercepted a Rayburn pass in the end zone and
~acked him twice before the half ended.
• The Lambda Chi offense remained bot. They
converted the Juke turnover into points with a
five-yard pass to give the Chops a 12-6 halftime
advantage.
The Lambda Chis opened the second half with
a two-play scoring drive.
: Trailing 18-6, the Jukes were unable to score.
Mistimed routes, poor throws and dropped passes
· buried the Jukes chances to stay close. One
touchdown pass was dropped in the end zone by a
wide-open Juke receiver.

Jason Hunt, the Lambda Chi coach, said he
believed the dropped pass was the key to the
game. It gave his team a little breathing room.
The following Chop drives would pad the score
even more. The Lambda Chis burned the Juke
secondary with a 41-yard pass to increase their
lead 24-6.
On their next possession, the Chops struck
again, this time with a 45-yard touchdown pass.
This score would end the game 31-6 because of
the-slaughter,.ule.
After the game. Rayburn said his team was
outplayed and the Lambda Chis were a better
team.
"We had eight. returning starters who helped
out a lot with running the offense and defense,"
said Hunt, a junior therapuetic recreation major
from Murray. Hunt also ~mid his team had
started preparing two weeks before the ~eaRon
began.
Despite· the defensive charge, the Chop coach
said the weather had little affect.
The Lamda Chis, who were riding a 24-game
win streak. went int~ the game very confident
because their ~:~econdary team, the Lambda Chi
B's, had beaten the Jukes earlier in the season.
The Chops outscored their opponents 268-52 this
year.
Nine starters will return next year to defend
their title.

Scoring fest featured in Rec final
By JEFF DREWS
~

.. :The

Cr~

8i defeated .the tJm.p Killers,

wm.

27..20, to
the tlag football Above-.500
Recreational LeagUe ChampionShip.
The Crazy 8a scored on their first possession
via a -'9-yard pass.
·
The Killers t ied the ac:ore with a 38-yard
t®chdown drive of their own, sc;orirtg on
fourth down on a 32·Y.ard pesa.
The Crazy 8s dlVv~ 40 yards tO the Killer$'
S•yard yard lme. but had a pass intercepted,
which the Killers returned 30 yards. lt took
the Killers five plays to score, malri.rig it 14·7.
The Crazy 8e returned the ensuing kickoff
55 yards for a touchdown to tie the game 14-14
halfttme.
ln the first half-the Crazy 88 outgained the
Ump Killers, 112-52yards. The Killers lost 20
Yards on penalties to none for the Crazy 8s.

•t

The second half opened up with the Crazy 8s
scoring on a 12-yard pass.
And after forcing a punt, they scored again
on a !36-yard pass to 1,1p. their lead to ~2744.
The. Ump Killers immediately respQnded
with a two-play touchdown drive, which made
the score 27-20 with six minutes left: to play.
The Crazy 8s were forced to punt with less
than three minutes fQ go, but the t.Jmp
Killers' llOtential game-tying drive stall~ at
the 0~ 8s' l'l·yard line when the Crazy 8s
sacked ·the Killers' ~tbt.ck for an 8-yard
loss on fou.ith down.
The Crazy 8s were the regular season champions.
W u doubt. and disbelief ever a factor?
"I wasn't worried at .aUt'' saicl Justin ~wns,
a sophomore industrial ~hnology majQr from
Dover, Tenn. "t W8.8 confident in our teamt,s
ability to win."

:Gumm honored?

Blue and gold

Cederic Gumm, a 6-0 guard enterIng his last season with the Racers
·basketball team, was named to "Cole's
All-Nickname Team" in the December
1992 issue of Playboy Magazine.
Cederic "Bubble" Gumm was joined
by Tony "Slam" Dunkin of Coastal
Carolina; James "Trigger" Terrell of
UNC-Charlotte; Ronnie "Slice" McMahan of Vanderbilt; and Richard "Tutu"
Brown of Miami University.
Playboy also picked Murray State
University to win its sixth straight title
desp1te ."'..;ing Ronald "Popeye" Jones,
the nation's leading rebounder.

The annual Murray State University Blue-Gold intrasquad basketball
games will tip off at the Racer Arena
on Saturday.
The Lady Racers will take to the
floor at 5 p.m, to be followed by the
men at 7 p.m. Prior to these games,
there will be an alumni game at 3
p.m.
Also, the Racers will host the BC
Optimizan of Postojna, Slovenia, in
an exhibition game at 7:30 p.m. on
Monday night, while the women will
come Ui) against the Nashville Stars
in Racer Arena at 7 p.m. on Tuesday.

L.- ~

. . . ¥£2--

By JEFF DREWS
Reporter

The only undefeated team in
the women's flag football
sea'son remained undefeated
and became the undisputed
champion.
Relentless 01-0> finsbed its
season Monday night by
beating Alpha Sigma Alpha.
BeTote t.tie game, Relentless
head coach Antoine Slaughter
told his team to keep focused
and motivated. He said he
reminded his women that on
defense they needed to force
turnovers. The result was a
20-7 victory.
The Alpha Sigs lost eight
yards on their first drive. A
three-yard loss on second down
and a fumble on third down
forced the ,Alpha Sigs to punt
away their chances of scoring
first.
With Murray State's womens
basketball coach Kelly
Breazeale at quarterback,
Relentless drove 33 yards to
score its first touchdown, but
not without a scrap from the
Alpha Sigs.
"They covered our deep
receivers and rushed hard trying to keep me in the pocket,"
said Breazeale, who was playing with a bruise on her throwing arm shoulder.
The Alpha Sigs came back to
tie the game at 7-7 on an
18·yard touchdown pass from
Amber Cunningham, a junior
elementary education major
from Henderson. The key play
of the drive was a J)enalty.
On fourth down it appeared
the Alpha Sigs had lost posses·
sion with an incomplete pass,
but the officials ruled a late
roughing the passer penalty,
giving the Alpha Sigs an
automatic first down.
Relentless and Alpha Sigma
Alpha had problems on offense
for the rest of the half. Each
team was forced to punt or lost
the ball on downs each
possession.

0--RA-G_o_~-~-~-RE-d_re-~-m-R_IT_

Rentless' Kelly Breazeale was unstoppable Monday.
At halftime, Slaughter aajusted his defense.
·
"We wanted to stop them
from going up the middle and
dumping passes to the sides,''
said defensive lineman Robbie
Young, a sophomore business
major from Madisonville.
In the second half the
Relentless defense allowed no
scores and forced three
turnovers.
An interception by Regina
Gilbert set up the first
Relentless scoring drive of the
second half. On fourth down,
Breazeale completed a 14-yard
pass for the ftrst down, then hit
two more, the second for a

touchdown, to give Relentless a
14-7 lead.
Breazeale was not done. Playing safety, she put the game out
of reach by returning an interception 19 yards for a
touchdown.
"The interception gave us a
lot of cushion," Breazeale said.
With the score 20-7, the
Alpha Sigs began to press, and
dropped passes and poorly run
routes killed their chances.
They managed to gain only
nine yards on three possessions.
"We were nervous," Cunningham said. "Kelly Breazeale
. was ~verywhere , and they were
rushmg us very hard in lhe second half."

Racer of the Week
___,

When the NCAA Tae Kwon Do
Championships are held on Saturday, two MSU
students will be hoping to strike gold.
Scott Bazzell and Tyelisa Hunter have
worked hard and will face the test of their
lives at the University of California, Berkeley.
With TaeKwonDo to become an official
Olympic sport for the first time in 1996, the
twosome have big dreams of competing in
Atlanta, Ga., where the Olympics will be held.
,.
Story on page 38 .,

Kevin Gibbs, a senior defensive end
from Washington Court House, Ohio,
has been selected as Racer of the
Week by The Muffay State News.
Gibbs accumulated a Racers-hgh 14
tackles (11 primary) as MSU suffered a
narrow 18-21 loss to Eastern Kentucky
on Saturday.
In addition, Gibbs caused one fumble
and had three tackles for losses of 19
yards, with two of those tackles being
quarterback sacks.
With a total of 65 stops, Gibbs is the
Racers leading tackler. He i~ expected
to start against Tennessee State.

c

Kevin Gibbs

....
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Runnin' Racers
Nation to get new look of Jones-less team Wednesday
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Ed1tor

Murray State University
probably has a better chance
going against the University
of Indiana than Iraq did
against the United States, but
at least the Iraqis were on
home turf.
The Racers go to Bloomington Wednesday playing
not only on national television, but also playing in
front of 17,000 fans cheering
for their Top-5 team.
The Hoosiers are also returning four starters to the
team that went to the Final
Four last year.
It all could be a little intimidating for a team that lost
its key player and has new
members from junior colleges that probably did not play
in front of 17,000 people all Source: NIT
last season. However, coach
Scott Edgar said those factors coach said Jones was attract- one thing against," he said.
are not going to affect his ing double- and triple-coverSize-wise, Murray measteam.
age, opening the perimeter for ures up to Indiana, except for
Tony Lindeman, a 7-foot
"I just want my players to the guards.
play the team on the floor,"
"I think he helped a lot of sophomore who saw little actEdgar said.
· our perimeter shooters' good ion last year on Bobby Knight's team and is not upected
Sarah Dearworth sets Rene Bailey for the point.
On paper, the first game of season,'' he said.
However, It was not enough for the Racers, who
the Preseason NationallnvitBut losing Jones may not be to be seen much this year.
suffered their third conference lost at the hands of
ational Tournament between as negative for the Racers as However, Edgar said it deSoutheast Missouri State University, 15·17, 13·15
pends on which team he has in
the Racers and the Hoosiers it looks on paper.
and 14·16.
"I don't know if anyone the game which will deterlooks like a battle between
David and Goliath. The knows what to expect out of mine size match-ups.
Hoosiers return many stars Murray State," the secondAntoine Teague, a 6-10
junior college transfer from
from the 1992 NCAA Champ- year coach said.
ionship semi-finalist team.
While Edgar said he has not Chicago, brings size to the
Among them is All-Amer- chosen his starting five , his inside for Murray State. FrBy JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
ican Calbert Cheaney and offense will be simple. The om there the size drops to 6-8
Sports Editor
standouts Alan Henderson Popeye-less team will show Michael James, 6-8 Jeremy
The Racers have an opportunity this week to bounce back from a and Chris Reynolds.
mainly two faces, one at half- Parker, both newcomers to the
21-18 overtime loss.
The Racers return Frank court running a free-lance team, and 6-7 Jerry Wilson.
" We've just got to get up off the deck and win," coach Mike
The middle is the weakest
Allen and Cederlc Gumm, but offense with a lot of passing,
Mahoney said.
spot for the Hoosiers, though,
they
lost
Popeye
Jones,
the
and
the
other
playing
full·
The Racers face Tennessee State University Saturday, a team
who have yet to find a strongthat has seen its high points this season but is currently stuck in a nation's leading rebounder court with many fast breaks.
man
to replace Eric Anderand
the
Racers'
offensive
Defensively,
Edgar
said
rut.
mixing man-to-man's with son.
Offensively, the Tigers may just be the remedy the team needs. might.
Edgar said losing Jones zones is the only way to conDespite the weakness, EdTennessee State has had trouble stopping the option offense. the
backbone of the Racers' highly mobile attack.
was like losing 60 to 70 trol the tempo of the game.
gar said his team is still
But to win, Mahoney said the team is also going to need consis- percent of his offense. When
"They are the type of team undersized against Indiana.
tent play throughout the game.
he was not scoring, Murray's you can not sit around and do
''1 think they are physically

Set, KILL!!

.
Racers welcome Tigers

'

stronger than us,': he said:
Indiana also has speed.
.
Speed could be the key to
Murray's success, though.
T1u Sporting News reported
Murray could be showing the
fastest team in the <:Onference,
and the School of Nolan Rich:
ardson, from where Edgar ha:
ils, teaches speed.
.
Whether Murray comes ou~
with a win or a loss, Edg~
said the game will not dicta~
the rest of the season.
.
"If we win it is not the end of
the season," he said. "If we
lose it is not the end of the
season.
While not many are expecting the Racers to beat
Indiana, Edgar said he thinks the expectations are realistic and his team will be able
to compete on a national level.
"It's going to be interesting," he said. "No matter
what happens in Bloomington, it is going to help us in
March. ''

TOP fiV~ SCARI~ST
P~OPl~ ON ~ARTH
5. Prune-eating

Sumo.wresfler.
4. Heavily armed
hot dog vendors.
3. Grown men
named rrBiff rr
2. Anyone with a
cranky disposition
and achamsaw.
1. People who offer
you drugs.

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

I

ir··-----------------------------·---·-···
BUFFET SPECIAL
I

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch bUffets $5

1

llA?

99

L •orinks not included-special good through 11-27-92
---------------------------------------r·--------------------------------------1 BUFFET SPECIAL

PARTNERSHIP FOR A
DRUG-FREE AMERICA

2 all-you-can-eat 99
llAf» dinner buffets $6

1

Parents and Students come
celebrate Our 25th
saCe
,9ln:ttiversar:Y uri.t~ a.
~~

25°/o :!:rewtde

•Drinks not lncluded-spectal good through 11-27-92

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday.ll a.m.-2p.m .: Sunday, noon-2p.m .
Dinner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday,Sp.m.-8:30 p.m.
Must present coupon when ordering.

D

o{the 1

Slioe
tree

Nov. 6-30

•Two gift certlficates wUl be
given away every Saturday in
November!
· Come by and register!

l---------------------------------------

Southside ShopplDg
Center
•

753-8339

Chestnut Street

..

753-6656
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Roberts elevated to assistant
Rachelle Roberts, who joined the Murray State Univeristy
staff in August as a restricted earnings assistant, has ,been
elevated to a full-time assistant track and field and cross·
country coach.
Roberts, a former University of Iowa track standout, will
work under newly appointed head coach Wayne Pate.
Two 800-meter Indiana state titles in 1983 and 1984, and a
runner-up in 't he 1600 meters in 1985 are just some of the
titles Roberts has in her collection.
·
She is a native of Columbus, Ind.

New athletic trainer hired
Alan Lollar, who served as assistant athletic trainer at
MSU from 1982-1984, rejoins the Murray State University
staff, replacing Paul Newman, who resigned in midSeptember to take the head trainer's job at the University of
South Alabama.
Lollar, a 1981 graduate of Mississippi State University, is a
native of Vernon, Ala.

Higher hunting, fishing prices
The price of most hunting and fishing licenses, permits and
stamps in 1993 will be higher for the first time in six years.
The new fees are combination hunting and fishing, $20: annual statewide hunting (resident), $12.50; annual statewide
fishing (resident), $12.50; deer hunting permit, $21; wild
turkey hunting permit, $17.60, and trout stamp, $5. The
Kentucky Waterfowl stamp remains at $5.25.
All fees must be paid by March 1.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Men's tennis. I.T.C.A. Region 3 Qualifiers, Knoxville, Tenn., Fri.·
Mon.
• Football. Tennessee State University at Stewart Stadium, Sat.,
1:30 p.m.
• Cross-country. District Ill Championships, Greenville, S.C., Sat.
• Men's basketball. AO Pagratiou at Racer Arena (Exhibition), Mon.,
7:30p.m.
• Volleyball. vs. Southern lllinios University-Carbondale, Mon., 7
p.m.
• Men's basketball. vs. University of Indiana, Bloomington, Ind.,
Wed., 6:30 p.m.

AROUND mE OVC
. Kimbrell honored
Despite the overtime loss to Eastern Kentucky University,
Marcus Kimbrell, a sophomore offensive guard from
Tallahassee, Fla., was named Ohio Valley Conference Offen·
sive Lineman of the Week.
Kimbrell graded a personal best 89 percent while playing
in 81 plays for the Racers.
Murray State outgained tlie COlonels 374-340 yards.

Welcom.e to All
Parents and Students
Jil[( 'Dress Pumps ana 1"Cats
'Buy 1 get 1/2 Off ne~ pair II

Students to compete
in NCAA Tae Kwon Do
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Writer

Two
Murray
State
University students are at the
University of California,
Berkeley, competing in the
National Collegiate Tae
Kwon DQ Championships.
Scott Bazzell, a senior
physics major from Murray
and Tyelisa Hunter, a junior
radio-television major from
Louisville will compete in the
event Saturday. Both are
expected to win gold medals
in their events.
.
The competition consists of
two events. Form is a set of
techniques judged on the
competitor's balance, power,
concentration and technique.
The techniques are matched to
the skill of each division.
Sparring is similar to kickboxing, scored on the
successful completion of
techniques and hitting
certain target areas on a
competitor's body.
Bazzell, a candidate for a
temporary black belt, won a
gold medal at last year's
national competition in the
form event. He said this year
his goal is to win gold medals
· in both events, although the
competition will be tough.
"California is a very strong
area for Tae Kwon Do, so
there should be a lot of
competition," Bazzell said.
The martial arts student
said he has been training for
this competition since August.
"We do endurance training
like running maybe three
times a week," Bazzell said.
"There are also sit-ups and
push-ups, things to build up the
stomach muscles. I spend
about two hours a day
training."
Bazzell said he is excited
about the competition.
"It is something I've really
been anticipating for the last
year, aince competing in
Chicago," he said. "I hope

there will be a lot of good
competition."
Hunter, a yellow belt, has
also been training since
August.
"I think I'm going to do
well," she said. "I practice
everyday. I can't tell you how
many times a day I practice
my form."
Hunter said she is excited
about
the
upcoming
competition. which is the first
step toward reaching her
goals.
"My ultimate goal is to go to
the Olympics in '96," Hunter
said. "I believe I can really do
it."
The Louisville native said
she has worked hard to
prepare for this competition.
"I train on my own a lot
because I'm really busy,"
Hunter said. "I get up around
8 or 8:30 in the morning and
run about two miles everyday.
I have a light breakfast then I
go to classes. Around 6 p.m. I
go to Tae Kwon Do class.
When I go home · at night, I
practice my form. I guess I
train about three times a
day."
Hunter said she owes some
of her success to her
instructor, Tung Dihn.
"Mr. Dihn is a great
instructor," Hunter said. ''He
has one of the best schools
around and he takes a real
interest in his students."
"They train five days a '
week," Dinh said. "The hard
thing is, they are both fulltime students and they have
jobs to pay for their traveling
expenses, on top of training
several hours a day.
"They spar together about
two hours a day. They have to
maintain their weight class
so there is a lot of
conditioning. There is a lot of
repetition, sparring and
running."
""Both"' will bring us back
something for sure."

Times Square Shopping Center
753-8641

Good Luck to
Alpha Omicron Pi
with

Mr. MSU
Love, the sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta
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Enter into r.his exciting can:er TODAY! No experience necessary! It
isn't necessary to be a rop New York model to be successful in the
industry. Modelling and advertising agencies are constantly searching for new
figures, and expressions.

races.

"MODEL SEARCH
MAGAZINE"
New to the nation.. .New to the world...Worldwide distribution to all top modelling and advertising agencies
Photo submissions to "MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE" means
having your face and figure, as well as your abilities and modelling
interests seen and mld by agencies across the globe. For exciting
details, contad your local agent below!

You can't touch us!.

welcomes parents &
students
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in tfie Mr. MS'll
4:\? Pageant
Olympic Plaza
Open Evenings
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
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SCOREBOARD
In tram urals
Walleyball Standings

Com oa tie Cob LHgue
Risk
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Flops Runts
One Hundred Slammers

2·1
2·1
2·1
1-2

Wheat Bl!d Potato League

South Gym Gam11
7'fXJ pm
Road Kill II vs. Fabalous Phenoms
8:00pm
Tame Cats vs. Camoftague Crow
9'fXJpm
Darf( Horses vs. Streak Shooters
10:00pm
Just Win 1 vs. Sinners
November 17

Women Only
Individuals
Wall Bangers
A Yankee and Two Hicks

November 16

North Gym Gtmtt
7:00pm
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Broda I
8:00pm
UCSC vs. The Un!OuChalbes
9:00pm
Sixers vs. Marmosets
10'fXJ pm
The Browns vs. 2 Live

North Gym GamtJ
7:00pm
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Sigma Chi
8:00pm
Alpha Gamma Rho vs. Sigma Epsilon
9:00pm
Bad Boys vs. Deer Slayers
10:00 pm
Sweat Hogs vs. Money rme

South Gym Gamtt
7:00pm
Big Guns vs. Pass The Time
8:00pm
Hit and Run vs. Stancin' Tall
9:00pm
Large & In Charge vs. Ben Gay Boys
10:00pm
•
Gorrilias in the Mist vs. Young Guns

Pre-season
basketball

Tremain Lewla, USU
Joey Crenshaw, EKU

Football
Results of Saturday night's game at

Eastern Kentucky.

0 I

7 3
I 8

10 0

11
21 OT
0
3

EKU • Duffy 34 yard field goal.
EKU - Woods 52 yard pass from
Crenshaw (Duffy kick).
MSU • Smifl 20 yard pass from
Mosby (Mosby run).
MSU • ~ 30 ytlld pasa
from Lewis (Lombard kick).
MSU • Lombard 28 yard field goal.
EKU · McCollum 13 yard pass
from Crenshaw (McColllm
pass from Crenshaw).
EKU • Duffy 22 yard field goal in
overtime.
MSU EKU
First Downs
18
14
Rushes/Yards 451141 481172
Passing
233
168
Atl/Compl lnt 3311512 131710
Total Offense
333
427
Penalties/Yards 5/52
6/53
2/40
5130
Punts/Yards
lndlyldual L11dtra
Ruehlng - MSU, Mosby 40, Cox 36,
Bland 19, Lewis 18. McGowan 12, Patton
12, Sapp 3, Edwards 1.
.
EKU, Thomas 131, Stallings 31 ,
Penman 16, McCollum 6, Crenshaw 5,
Dickerson 2.
P..alng • MSU, Lewis 20/8/2, 100,
lTD. 381ong, 2 sacks, Mosby 12/610,
108, lTD, 291ong, 0 sack, COlby 1/M),
25, OTD, 251ong, 0 sad<.
EKU, Crenshaw 131710, 168, 2 TO,
53 long,. 3 sacks.
Rec*vlng • MSU, Redmond 30.
McGowan 29, Young 25, Bland 20, Smith
20, Cox 19, Minnich 7.
EKU, Stallings 53, MCCollum 52,
Woods 50, Burks 13.
Punllng • MSU, Colby 2/80, 43 long.
EKU, McNamee 41154, 431ong.
Punt Returns · McGowan 2/14, 9 long,

OTD.
EKU, Penman 1113, 131ong, 0 TO.
Kick Returns • MSU. Young 113, 3
•
long, 0 TO, Bland 21.9. 391ong, 0 TO.
EKU • Penman 2136, 261ong, , 0 TO,
Stallings 1121 , 211ong, o TO.

Individual Football Statistics

The Jukes could not razzle and dazzle their way out of
the Above-.500 Championships as they fell to the
Lambda Chi Alphas, 31·6.

RUSHING

YARDS
1009
1013
892
583
510

Kelvin Andet'son, SEMO

Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
MSU
EKU

798
539

PASSING

James Wade, TSU
Jason Uley, SEMO
Kelly Holcomb, MTSU
Rickey Armstrong, UTM

YARDS
1976
1600
1188
1180

Martws Thomas, EKU
Wilie Queen, TTU
Carron Davis, TSU
Brigham Lyons, MTSU
Darrin Harria, MO
Timmy Bland, MSU
Klppy Bayless, MTSU

506
432
404

TOTAL OFFENSE
James Wade, TSU
Jason Liley, SE MO
Rickey Arrmstrong, UTM
Kelvin Anderson. SEMO
Tremain Lewla, MSU
t<ally Holcomb, MTSU
Markus Thomas, EKU
Wilie Queen , TTU

YARDS
2060

1563
1369
1039
1078
1041
1013
892

The Racers fell to SEMO In their last home game.

SCORING
.,~.;TOw.T.uA:uL_.p.loiiO""INuT...,.S
Kelvin Anderson, SEMO
ED
Markus Thomas. EKU
a5
Klppy Bayless, MTSU
42
Brighman Lyons, MTSU
42
Timmy Bland, MSU
36
Wille Queen, TTU
3S
Daniel Gipson, TTU
3S
James Wade, TSU
3S
Darron Davis. TSU
32

Vol/evba/1

Colin Godfrey, TSU

rm McNamee, EKU

Chad Brummitt, nu

Rldlard Hogen. APSU

Joel Alsobrook, MTSU
Bubba Beasley, UTM
Taylor Colby, MSU
Brian Flynn, MO

AYERAGE
42.5
40.8
40.2
38.9
37.9
37.4
37.0
35.3

19, &ntl ~ •• Oerllae
Donnelly 4, Stacy Geralds 3,
Bonnie Bagnlnakl1

.

ASSISTS • Murray State (41)
Denise Donnelly 36, Stacy
Geralds 2, BeDnda Rublo,1, Sarah
Oearworth 1, Sarah Boland 1.

.

DIGS· Murray State (74) Renee
Bailey 19, Sarah Boland 12,
Denise Donnelly 11, Belinda
Rubio 10, Sarah Dearworttl 9,
Mellsa Webster 7, Beth Belr 3,
Stacy Geralds 3.

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Volleyball Standings

KICKOFF RETURNS AYEBAGE
• Timmy Bland, MSU
23.8
Patrick Robinson, TSU
21.8
George Thompson, TTU
21 .2
Cory Simpson, MTSU
20,8
Pete Ruby, MO
20.5
Samy Hiliiman, APSU
20.0
Warren Richardson. SEMO
t9.2

Conference Matches
Austin Peay •

13-1

Murray State•
Southeast Missouri
Morehead State
Eastem Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State

KICK SCORING
...
TO.,.,I...,A:uL.._...p..
o..,.INui.-S
Gal1h Petrii, MTSU
44
Daniel Gipson, nu
ss
Todd Duffy, EKU
3:>
M Sarieh, TSU
29
Eric Zinmennan, SEMO
29
Steve Munnell, APSU
at
N. Kalbudll, UTM
23
Erik Lombard, MSU
18

The numbers behind the action

(JIIIn8

MSU fndly!dutl Llldt[J
KILLS· Murray State (52)
Melfaa Webalr 21, Renee Baley

lndlyldual LeadeCJ
KILLS • Murray State (41 )
Renee Bailey 11. Sarah
Dearworttl 11, Mellsa Webster 8,
Denise DoMelly 4, Stacy Geralds
3, Belinda Rubio 2 , Sarah Boland
1, Bonnie Bagnlnskl1.
ASSISTS • Murray State (29)
Denise Donnelly 28, Bonnie
Bagnlnskl 1.
DIGS • Murray State (56) Renee
Bailey 13, Belinda Rubio 11,
Denise Oomelly 10,
Sarah Dearworth 8, Mellaa
Webster 4, Sarah Boland 4,
Tammy Elder 2. Bonnie Bagnlnsld
2. Stacy Geralds 1, Beth Balr 1.

FUMBLE RECOYEBIES NUMBER
MartlnDiehl, USU
4
James Garret. APSU
3
Jaime Phillips, MO
3
Mika Stewart, TTU
3
PUNTING

R8su/ts of Monday night'•
In Racer An!rna.
MSU
15 13 14
SEMO
17 15 16

Results of last Thursday night'S
game at Ten118SS88-M81tln.
MSU 15 15 2 17
UTM 8 10 15 15

12·3
11-5
11·5
10-6
4 -11
4-11
4-12
0·14

All Matchaa

24·6
18·8
16-6
12·19
13· 16
9-20
9-17

11-17
4-20

• Includes Tuesday night's games.

i..

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Keep up the great wolf( Beta
UpsilonsI You'realmosttherel
Love, your sisters In Alpha
Sigma Alpha.

TotheAiphaGamswhoplayed
tennis • Congratulations on
winning 1st and 2nd.

T., Good tuck tonlghtl I'll be
cheering for youl I'm so
PROUDI Love, Heater

Hey. Aimee and Nessa, All the
worid's a stage when you have
a Yamaha guitar. And don't
ever tJy to cut your nose with

Good Luck, Keith, In the Mr.
MSU Pageant! Love, the sis·
ters of Sigma Alpha Iota.

Doug, Good luck In Mr. MSUI
I'm sure you11 do great I I love
you, Katheline

awesome job on Rock·a·thon.
Without your haJd wori<, It
wouldn't have been so sue·
cessful. Love, your sisters In
Alpha Gamma Delta

Attention: Spring Breakl Eam
cash and Free trips to Baha·
mas, Cancun, and Aortda
promoting the "funnest" tripe
on campus! Sprtngbr8akl 1·

Good luckJeff Smith and Robin
Brown In Mr. MSUI Love,
Susan B. and Krist! I.

Becky, I know a Sigma PI who
Is anxiously awaiting the antval of your new attire. Love,

Tamara
Jason R., Invite11nkerbell over
realsoonl Love, Tamara. P.S.
Thank you for all the roses I
Congratulations Heather
Grogan I The Fall Formal was
a huge success! Love, your
sisters In Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Gam football team, You
did awesome! Congrats on
placing 2nd. Just think. your
done unUI next semester.

carole Summers, You did an

Brent Mayabb • Good Luck In
Mr: MSUI You're gonna be
great! You'reaLEGENOI LBJ
Congrats to Sigma PI on splrttl
Wednetday night was awesomal Saturday was even
better! love, Alpha Gam
coaches
PIKESI Thanks for coming to
Rock·a·thon. We had lots of
fun. Love, your AGO coaches.
KA's, We had a blast coaching
youatRock·a·thonl Love, your
Alpha Gam coaches
Jody, Good luok tonlghtl I'm
very proud of you. Love, Shan-

Congrats on winning Rock-a·
thon Phi Mu Alpha. Love, your
Alpha Gam coaches
To the brothers of Alpha Phi
Alpha: We had a blast step·
ping with you at Rock·a·thon.
Thanks for all your support.
Love, your AGD coachesll
Congratulations SigmaChi for
2nd place at Rock·a·thon. We
love youl Your Alpha Gam
coaches.

Happy 21st Birthday, Mlkey
Searl Love, Pookey
Cyrus • Remember not to put
glass bottles of orange juice In
plastic bags· Whoops! Honk
Honkl I Love You. Helms
Lori and Aimee • I think I
scratched my cornea or what·
ever It Is you do with a pillow
case. Helme

scissors because It WOI1tsl

Mitzi, Congratulallons on doing
such a fine job with Mr. MSU.
I'm vecy proud of youl Love,
VIcki
Alpha Omicron Pl'a· Good luck
wish from your CA: May there
be no local football games
channeling In over the loud
speakerall
Sistera of Alpha Omicron PI,
Wishing you the most fun and
successful Mr. MSU Pageant
ever. You guys are th bestl I
couldn't be prouder. Love you
all, VIcki

Sigma Phi Epsilon will make
you jump! Jumpl Thanks for
being eo much fun at Rock·a·
thon. We had a blast with you
guysl Love, your Alpha Gam
coaches

Congratulations brothers of Phi
MuA!phal GreatjobwlthAipha
Gamma 'Delta Rock·a·thonl
Love, the sisters of Sigma AI·
phalota
Michael B., Let's forget about
what's happened and just en·
joy ourselves. I'm really look·
lng fOtWard to tonlghtl Nerd
To The Wet T·Shlrt Wannabe
and Sunahlne, The Moussed
One also had a great time with
you tool Now stop crying and
hOnking I
The Brothers of Sigma Phi ep.
sHon wish Robin Brown and
Jeff Smith the best ofluck In Mr.
MSUI
Oanny·lsthatazebraonyour
face or did somebody cut your
eyebrow?

non

1be

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline.._ Wednesday at 110011

Place your classi1leds In room 111 of Wilson Hall or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
~ lr Rllqulttd

Congratulations 1993

Summer "0"
Counselors
Donna Houston Amy Bugg
Bridgette Burnett Julie Ramsey
Shannon Barnhill

800-67a.a386
$200 • $SOO WEEKLY As·
semble products at home.
Easyl Noeelllng. You'repald
direct.
Fully Guaranteed.
FREE lnformatlon·24 Hour
Hotline. 801 ·379-2900. Copy·
rtghtt KY13KDH
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY II
ln<lvlduals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
the Hottest Spring Break Des·
tinatlons, cau the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus prq.
grams 1·800-327 13.

-eo

Eam commlsulotl'l & skl free
by becoming o. {roup sales

representative for southeast
skl area. Must be active and
sales oriented. Send resumes
to Paul Mason, Director of
Mat1<etlng, New Wlnterplace
Inc., P.O. Box 1 AatTop, WV

25841 .

INDEX
RATES
Wrth MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word
EvllfY word over twenty words

With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

GREEK/PERSONALS

ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST &FOUND
RIDES

MISC.
NOTICE

Closed on waela ds and hotilys.

Alpha Gamma Delta

GREEI< S & CLUBS

FAST EASY INCOME! Earn
$1000's Monthly Stuffing En·
velopes. SendSelf·Addressed
EnveJopeTo: lncomeOppoc'·
tunitJes, 60 E. Chestnut, Box
179, Chicago, IL 60611
SPRINGBREAKERS. Pro·
mote ourAor1daSpring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and
FREE trlpe, Campus Market·
lng. 800·423·5264

WI9{{jf001
.
g
OLf
''Your
I9{C.
Complete
Goll

Store'~

102 N. 15th

753-2282

WELCOME
PARENTS.
Enjoy your visit to MSU

RAISE A COOL
11000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAU.S!
No obliptioo. No cost.

Be

Herd

You lllo ,_ • FREE

HFADPHONEJlADIO
jllll !or caWna

l-I00-93l-OS28, Ext. 65

What Is
Black
And
White
And Read
All Over?
The
Murray
State

News

I Mean
Be Heard!
Run a

Classified
in
State News

-=QU~
•
Cou"J::~:
-~KJBE
'Pteu,

Service Isn't
Just a Memory!

•Automatic Transmission-drain oil, replace oil
pan gasket, change oil filter and replace trans oil
(up to 3 qts) .................... ...................................$34.95
·Giyclean-anti-freeze recycling system ..... $29.95
•Hand Car Wax
(appointment needed) .............................$37.95 up

TEN MINUTE OIL CHANGE
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

.... ~-

